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°√¡ √√æ “¡‘μ



May we express our sincerest wish in poetry,
To the Princess of Naradhiwas on her seventh cycle birthday anniversary.

Thais from all walks of life take part in celebration,
With various forms of activities across the nation.
Oh! priceless Gem of the royal Mahidol Family,
You have continued your parentsû noble legacy--

Dedicating yourself for the public good,
Promoting education in the way it should,

Supporting healthcare for the general public,
Visiting remote areas in aid of the poor and the sick.

Your goodwill and compassion are your way of earning merit,
A testimony of your sincere and elevated spirit.

All Thais seek umbrage under your cooling shade,
They invoke the Triple Gems, the Siam Deity and former sovereigns,
To bless you with good health, long life, happiness and all the best.

May it so please
Your Royal Highness

The Excise Department

S a l u t a t i o n
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„π¡ß§≈ ¡—¬∑’Ë ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ß
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®ß√—°¿—°¥’·≈– ”π÷°„πæ√–°√ÿ≥“∏‘§ÿ≥∑’Ë∑√ß¡’μàÕª«ß™π™“«‰∑¬·≈–ª√–‡∑»‰∑¬
μ≈Õ¥¡“

„π∞“π–æ√–∏‘¥“¢Õßæ√–∫√¡√“™™π° æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’ ·≈–æ√–
‚ ∑√‡™…∞¿§‘π’¢Õßæ√–Õπÿ™“ ºŸâ∑√ß‡ªìπæ√–¡À“°…—μ√‘¬å‰∑¬∑’Ë∑√ßæ√–§ÿ≥Õ—π
ª√–‡ √‘∞∂÷ß Õßæ√–Õß§å ·≈–„π∞“π–æ√–∫√¡«ß»å·Ààß∫√¡√“™®—°√’«ß»å·≈–
¢Õßæ °π‘°√  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å ∑√ß¥”√ßæ√–Õß§å¥â«¬æ√–®√‘¬«—μ√∑’Ëß¥ß“¡ ¡∫Ÿ√≥å‡æ’¬∫æ√âÕ¡∑ÿ°¥â“π
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ª√–‡∑»™“μ‘ ·≈–æ °π‘°√‚¥¬∂â«π∑—Ë« ‡ªìπ∑’Ëª√–®—°…åÕ¬à“ß°«â“ß¢«“ßμ≈Õ¥¡“

‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ°“√· ¥ß§«“¡®ß√—°¿—°¥’·≈– ”π÷°„πæ√–°√ÿ≥“∏‘§ÿ≥¢Õß
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
Õ¬à“ßÀ“∑’Ë ÿ¥¡‘‰¥â °√¡ √√æ “¡‘μ ¡’¥”√‘®—¥æ‘¡æåÀπ—ß ◊Õ‡©≈‘¡æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘§ÿ≥„π«“√–
Õ—π‡ªìπ¡ß§≈π’È¢÷Èπ Ò ™ÿ¥ ‡æ◊ËÕ‡º¬·æ√àæ√–‡°’¬√μ‘§ÿ≥·≈–æ√–°√ÿ≥“∏‘§ÿ≥„Àâª√“°Ø
¬—Ëß¬◊π ◊∫‰ª Àπ—ß ◊Õ‡©≈‘¡æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘§ÿ≥™ÿ¥¥—ß°≈à“«π’Èª√–°Õ∫¥â«¬Àπ—ß ◊Õ®”π«π
Û ‡√◊ËÕß §◊Õ



°—≈¬“≥’·Ààß√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈
°ÿ≈‡™…∞å·Ààßæ√–∫√¡√“™®—°√’«ß»å
·≈–  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßœ „π¥«ß„®√“…Æ√å

°√¡ √√æ “¡‘μ ¢Õæ√–√“™∑“ππâÕ¡‡°≈â“πâÕ¡°√–À¡àÕ¡∂«“¬»ÿ¿º≈
Õ—π‡°‘¥®“°°“√π’È‡ªìπ√“™ —°°“√–·¥à ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å æ√–ºŸâ∑√ß‡ªìπ ç°—≈¬“≥’é ·Ààß∫√¡√“™«ß»å®—°√’
ºŸâ∑√ß‡ªïò¬¡¥â«¬æ√–°√ÿ≥“∏‘§ÿ≥μàÕæ °π‘°√‰∑¬∑—Ë«À≈â“ °—∫¢Õ∂«“¬æ√–æ√™—¬ ¢Õ
∑√ßæ√–‡°…¡ ”√“≠ æ√–™π¡“¬ÿ¬‘Ëß¬◊ππ“π  ¡∫Ÿ√≥å‰æ»“≈¥â«¬®μÿ√æ‘∏æ√™—¬
μ≈Õ¥®‘√—∞μ‘°“≈‡∑Õ≠

(π“¬«‘ ÿ∑∏‘Ï  »√’ ÿæ√√≥)
Õ∏‘∫¥’°√¡ √√æ “¡‘μ



P r e f a c e

Foreword on the auspicious occasion of the celebration of the
eighty-fourth birthday of HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang
Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra on May 6th, 2007, the Excise Department
deems it most opportune to be able to express its loyalty and profound
gratitude for the magnanimous devotion she has shown to the Thai people
and the Thai nation over the years.

As the offspring of royal parents and the elder sister of two
younger brothers, both of whom ascended the throne as monarchs of the
Kingdom of Thailand, and as an eminent member of the Royal House of
Chakri, HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas
Rajanagarindra has conducted herself with complete propriety in every
respect.  Hers has been a life of sacrifice and service dedicated solely to the
benefit of the royal family, the nation and the Thai people in general.

As a manifestation of the love and loyalty she has inspired and
in recognition of the profound gratitude to HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana
Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra, the Excise Department has de-
vised a plan to publish a compendium of books with the aim of making
known her distinctive and magnanimous deeds.



The volume comprises Princess of the Mahidol Family, August
Princess of the House of Chakri, and Princess in the Hearts of People.

The Excise Department humbly dedicates whatever merit might
accrue from this act of gratitude to HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom
Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra, an exemplary princess of the Royal
House of Chakri whose benevolent actions toward the Thai people have
been innumerable. May she forever be blessed with a long and prosperous
life and enjoy the best of health and the contented well-being that she so
richly deserves.

(Mr. Wisudhi Srisuphan)
Director-General

The Excise Department
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 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å ‡ªìπæ√–∏‘¥“æ√–Õß§å·√°
·≈–æ√–Õß§å‡¥’¬«„π ¡‡¥Á®æ√–¡À‘μ≈“∏‘‡∫»√Õ¥ÿ≈¬‡¥™
«‘°√¡ æ√–∫√¡√“™™π° ·≈– ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’π§√‘π∑√“
∫√¡√“™™ππ’ ª√– Ÿμ‘‡¡◊ËÕ«—πÕ“∑‘μ¬å∑’Ë ̂  æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.».
ÚÙˆˆ ≥ °√ÿß≈Õπ¥Õπ ª√–‡∑»Õ—ß°ƒ… π”§«“¡ªïμ‘
¬‘ π ¥’ ¡ “ Ÿà æ √ –™π°·≈–æ√–™ππ’ ‡ ªì π Õ¬à “ ß ¬‘Ë ß
°“√ª√– Ÿμ‘¢Õßæ√–Õß§åπ—∫‡ªìπ¢à“«¥’®“°·¥π‰°≈ ”À√—∫
æ√–∫√¡«ß»“πÿ«ß»å™—ÈπºŸâ „À≠à√«¡∑—Èßæ√–ª√–¬Ÿ√≠“μ‘
„π ¬“¡ ‚¥¬‡©æ“–Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’ «√‘π∑‘√“

∫√¡√“™‡∑«’ æ√–æ—π«—  “Õ—¬¬‘°“‡®â“ ¥â«¬∑√ß‡ªìπæ√–π—¥¥“æ√–Õß§å·√°
æ√–π“¡„π Ÿμ‘∫—μ√‡¡◊ËÕ·√°ª√– Ÿμ‘§◊Õ ç‡¡¬åé μ“¡™◊ËÕ‡¥◊Õπ

∑’Ëª√– Ÿμ‘ „π¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ… ∑√ß‡≈à“§«“¡‡ªìπ¡“¢Õßæ√–π“¡ ç‡¡¬åé ‰«â „π°“√
æ√–√“™∑“π —¡¿“…≥å·°àπ‘μ¬ “√ æ≈Õ¬·°¡‡æ™√ ªï∑’Ë Ù ©∫—∫∑’Ë ˜˘ «—π∑’Ë
Òı æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.». ÚıÛ¯ «à“ ç...μÕπ·√°‰¡à∑√“∫‡≈¬ ‰ª‡ÀÁπ„π Ÿμ‘∫—μ√
∂÷ß‰¥â∑√“∫«à“∂÷ß‰¥â√Ÿâ«à“ ¡’™◊ËÕΩ√—Ëß ‡æ√“–μâÕß¡’...‡¥Á°‡°‘¥¿“¬„π Û Õ“∑‘μ¬åμâÕß„Àâ™◊ËÕ
∑’π’È°«à“®–¢Õæ√–√“™∑“π‰¥â ‰¡à¡’·ø° ǻπ–  ¡—¬π—Èπ°ÁμâÕß‚∑√‡≈¢...μâÕß„ à™◊ËÕ‰ª
°àÕπ...é

‡¡◊ËÕª√– Ÿμ‘∑√ß¡’æ√–¬»‡ªìπÀ¡àÕ¡‡®â“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ¡À‘¥≈
æ√–π“¡ ç°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“é π’È ‰¥â√—∫æ√–√“™∑“π®“°æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–¡ß°ÿÆ‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« ¡’§«“¡À¡“¬«à“ À≠‘ßºŸâ¡’§«“¡ß“¡‡æ’¬∫æ√âÕ¡ À√◊Õ
À≠‘ßºŸâæ√âÕ¡¥â«¬§«“¡ß“¡ ÷́Ëß‡¡◊ËÕ‡®√‘≠æ√–™—π…“∑√ß¡’æ√– ‘√‘‚©¡ß¥ß“¡ ¡¥—ß
æ√–π“¡∑’Ë‰¥â√—∫æ√–√“™∑“π
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HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas
Rajanagarindra is the first and the only daughter of HRH Prince Mahitala
Dhibesra Adulyadej Vikrom the Prince Father, and HRH Princess Sri Nagarindra
the Princess Mother. Born on May 6th, 1923 in London, England, her birth
brought immense joy and happiness to her parents. The news of her birth in a
foreign land was greeted with jubilance by senior members of the royal family
and relatives in Siam, especially by her paternal grandmother, Her Majesty
Queen Sri Savarindira, the Queen Grandmother, because the little Princess
was her first grandchild.

çMayé, the month of her birth, was the name that appears
on the birth certificate of Her Royal Highness. She talks about the origin of
this name in a royal interview she granted to çPloy Kam Petché magazine,
Vol. 4, Issue 79, dated May 15th, 1995: çI was never aware that I had an
English name until I saw my birth certificate. At the time of my birth it was
obligatory to give a name to a baby within three weeks of its birth. I was,
therefore, given a name until His Majesty the King could bestow a royal name
on me. That required some time since there was no facsimile service then, only
telegraph. A provisional name had thus to be provided....é

Her Royal Highness was born HSH Princess (Mom Chao)
Galyani Vadhana Mahidol. çGalyani Vadhanaé the meaning of which is ça
lady of perfect beautyé is the royal name bestowed upon the young Princess by
King Vajiravudh, Rama VI. This meaning is not far from the truth, as indeed
she would subsequently mature into a woman of comely grace and substance.



μàÕ¡“ „π§√“«∑’Ëæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª°‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«
∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ  ∂“ªπ“‡®â“π“¬™—ÈπÀ¡àÕ¡‡®â“„π ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“ ´÷Ëß
æ√–™ππ’¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“π—Èπ∑√ß»—°¥‘Ï™—Èπ ¡‡¥Á® ·≈–∑’Ëæ√–™“¬“¡‘‰¥â‡ªìπ‡®â“
„Àâ¢÷Èπ‡ªìπæ√–Õß§å‡®â“ „™â§”π”æ√–π“¡«à“æ√–«√«ß»å‡∏Õ À¡àÕ¡‡®â“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“
®÷ß‰¥â¥”√ßæ√–¬»‡ªìπæ√–«√«ß»å‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“ æ√âÕ¡°—∫À¡àÕ¡‡®â“
Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈ ¡À‘¥≈ æ√–Õπÿ™“ ·≈–μàÕ¡“ ‡¡◊ËÕæ√–Õπÿ™“æ√–Õß§å „À≠à¢÷Èπ
§√Õß√“™¬å ◊∫ —πμμ‘«ß»å‡ªìπæ√–¡À“°…—μ√‘¬å√—™°“≈∑’Ë ¯ ·Ààßæ√–∫√¡√“™
®—°√’«ß»å ‰¥â∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ  ∂“ªπ“æ√–‡™…∞¿§‘π’‡ªìπ ç ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“é

∑—Èß “¡æ√–Õß§å∑√ßÕ¬Ÿà „π√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈ ÷́Ëßæ√–∫“∑
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª°‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ æ√–√“™∑“π·°à ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–‡®â“æ’Ë¬“‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“¡À‘¥≈Õ¥ÿ≈¬‡¥™ °√¡¢ÿπ ß¢≈“π§√‘π∑√å „π‡¥◊Õπ
¡‘∂ÿπ“¬π æ.». ÚÙ˜Ú ‡¡◊ËÕ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’π§√‘π∑√“∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑√ßæ“
æ√–‚Õ√ ·≈–æ√–∏‘¥“‡ ¥Á®‰ªª√–∑—∫ ≥ ª√–‡∑» «‘μ‡´Õ√å·≈π¥å ¿“¬À≈—ß®“°
∑’Ë ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°‡ ¥Á® «√√§μ ∑√ß„™â√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈π’È ·¡âμ“¡
√“™ª√–‡æ≥’π—Èπ ‡®â“π“¬™—Èπæ√–Õß§å‡®â“∑—Èß “¡æ√–Õß§å®–‰¡àμâÕß„™âπ“¡ °ÿ≈
°Áμ“¡
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It was at the royal behest of King Prajadhipok, Rama
VII, that, a few years later, all royals of Mom Chao rank who had been born
to a father of Somdetch Chao Fa rank, whose mother assumed the title of
Somdetch, by a non-royal mother to the rank of Phra Vorawongse Ther Phra
Ong Chao. Mom Chao Galyani Vadhana and her younger brother, HSH Prince
[Mom Chao] Ananda Mahidol Mahidol, were henceforth elevated to this higher
rank. After her first younger brother was proclaimed the eighth monarch of the
Chakri Dynasty, HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana was promoted to HRH
Princess (Somdetch Phra Chao Pinang Ther Chao Fa) Galyani Vadhana.

The three royals were descendents of the Mahidol family
which had been created for Somdetch Phra Chao Piya Ther Chao Fa Mahidol
Adulyadej Krom Khun Songkhla Nagarindra, Prince Mahidol of Songkhla, by
King Prajadhipok in June 1929. After the death of HRH Prince Mahidol of
Songkhla, the Princess Mother took her children to live in Switzerland. Even
though Palace Law does not require royals of Phra Ong Chao rank to have a
last name, the family continued to use the name of Mahidol.











™’ «‘ μ §◊ Õ ° “ √ ‡ ¥‘ π ∑ “ ß
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π—∫·μàª√– Ÿμ‘  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√åμâÕßμ“¡‡ ¥Á® ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡
√“™™π°·≈– ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’‰ª¬—ßª√–‡∑»

μà“ßÊ ‚¥¬‡©æ“–„π™à«ßÀ°ªï·√°·Ààßæ√–™—π…“
§◊Õ ª√– Ÿμ‘∑’Ëª√–‡∑»Õ—ß°ƒ… ·≈–‡¡◊ËÕæ√–™—π…“‰¥â ̂  ‡¥◊Õπ

 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π° ç∑Ÿ≈À¡àÕ¡æàÕé ‰¥â∑√ßπ”
§√Õ∫§√—«°≈—∫ª√–‡∑»‰∑¬„πª≈“¬ æ.». ÚÙˆˆ „π§√—Èßπ—Èπ‰¥âª√–∑—∫ ≥ «—ß
 √–ª∑ÿ¡·≈–∑√ßæ”π—°Õ¬Ÿà „πª√–‡∑»‰∑¬‡ªìπ‡«≈“π“π‡°◊Õ∫ Ú ªï ‡¡◊ËÕ ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°¡’æ√–ª√– ß§å∑’Ë®–»÷°…“μàÕ¥â“π°“√·æ∑¬å·≈–√—°…“æ√–Õß§å
‡π◊ËÕß®“°∑√ßß“π¡“°®πæ√–«√°“¬∑√ÿ¥‚∑√¡ ‰¥â∑√ßπ”§√Õ∫§√—«‡¥‘π∑“ß‰ª
ª√–∑—∫∑’Ë‡¡◊Õß‰Œ‡¥≈‡∫‘√å° ª√–‡∑»‡¬Õ√¡π’„π æ.». ÚÙˆ¯

≥ ª√–‡∑»‡¬Õ√¡π’π’È æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª√‡¡π∑√¡À“
Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈‰¥â‡ ¥Á®æ√–√“™ ¡¿æ μàÕ¡“ „π‡¥◊Õπ∏—π«“§¡ æ.». ÚÙˆ˘
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°‡ ¥Á®°≈—∫ª√–‡∑»‰∑¬‡æ’¬ßæ√–Õß§å‡¥’¬«‡æ◊ËÕ√à«¡„π
æ√–√“™æ‘∏’∂«“¬æ√–‡æ≈‘ßæ√–∫√¡»ææ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–¡ß°ÿÆ‡°≈â“
‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« √–À«à“ßπ’È ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’‰¥âª√–∑—∫∑’Ë ∂“π∑Ÿμ‰∑¬„π°√ÿßª“√’ 
π“πª√–¡“≥ Û ‡¥◊Õπ ®“°π—Èπ‰¥â‡ ¥Á®‰ªª√–∑—∫∑’Ëª√–‡∑» «‘μ‡´Õ√å·≈π¥å
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A  L i f e t i m e  o f  T r a v e l

It could well be said that HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana
Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra was born to a life of constant journeying.
During the first six years of her life, she was constantly on the move, travelling
with her parents to different countries. Born in England, Her Royal Highness was
brought to Thailand at the age of six months when çthe Prince Fatheré took his
family back to Thailand toward the end of 1923. The family remained in the
country for almost two years, taking up residence at Sra Pathum Palace. The Prince
Father wished to continue his study in medicine and to regain his delicate health
after devoting himself tirelessly to his work for his home country, so he took his
family to Heidelberg, Germany in 1925. It was here that the future King Ananda
Mahidol was born. In December 1926 the Prince Father returned to Thailand
alone to attend the royal cremation of King Vajiravudh, Rama VI. During his
absence, the Princess Mother resided for three months at the Royal Thai Embassy
in Paris with her two children before moving to Switzerland.

When the Prince of Songkhla entered medical school at Harvard
University in the United States toward the end of 1926, the whole Mahidol family
relocated with him to the United States. King Bhumibol Adulyadej was born at Mt.
Auburn Hospital, in Cambridge, Massachusetts on December 5th, 1927. After
completing his studies, the Prince Father returned with his family to Thailand
where he was subsequently taken ill and passed away on September 24th, 1929.
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‡¡◊ËÕ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°‡ ¥Á®‰ª∑√ß
»÷°…“«‘™“·æ∑¬å∑’Ë¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬Œ“√å«“√å¥ ª√–‡∑»
 À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“„πª≈“¬ æ.». ÚÙˆ˘ §√Õ∫§√—«
√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈®÷ß‰¥â‡¥‘π∑“ß®“° «‘μ‡´Õ√å·≈π¥å
‰ªª√–∑—∫ ≥ ª√–‡∑» À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“

«—π∑’Ë ı ∏—π«“§¡ æ.». ÚÙ˜ æ√–‚Õ√ 
Õß§å∑’Ë Ú §◊Õ æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—« √—™°“≈

ªí®®ÿ∫—π ‡ ¥Á®æ√–√“™ ¡¿æ ≥ ‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈‡¡“π∑åÕÕ‡∫Õ√åπ
„π‡¡◊Õß‡§¡∫√‘¥®å √—∞·¡  “™Ÿ‡ μμå ‡¡◊ËÕ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°

∑√ß ”‡√Á®°“√»÷°…“·≈â« ‰¥â‡ ¥Á®°≈—∫ª√–‡∑»‰∑¬ ∑√ßπ”§√Õ∫§√—«°≈—∫¡“
ª√–∑—∫¬—ßª√–‡∑»‰∑¬¥â«¬ ®“°π—Èπ∑√ßæ√–ª√–™«√·≈–‡ ¥Á® «√√§μ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë ÚÙ
°—π¬“¬π æ.». ÚÙ˜Ú

À≈—ß®“° ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°‡ ¥Á® «√√§μ §√Õ∫§√—«
√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈¬—ß§ßª√–∑—∫Õ¬Ÿà ≥ «—ß √–ª∑ÿ¡ ®π∂÷ß‡¥◊Õπ‡¡…“¬π æ.». ÚÙ˜ˆ
 ¡‡¥Á®œ æ√–æ—π«—  “Õ—¬¬‘°“‡®â“‰¥â‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ „Àâ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’
∑√ßæ“æ√–‚Õ√ ·≈–æ√–∏‘¥“‡ ¥Á®‰ªμà“ßª√–‡∑» ‡π◊ËÕß®“°∑√ßÀà«ß„¬
 ∂“π°“√≥å∫â“π‡¡◊Õß„π¢≥–π—Èπ ·≈–‡ªìπ‚Õ°“ ∑’Ë®–‰¥â»÷°…“μàÕ·≈–√—°…“
 ÿ¢¿“æÕπ“¡—¬¢Õßæ√–π—¥¥“´÷Ëß‰¡à Ÿâ·¢Áß·√ßπ—°  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’®÷ß
∑√ßæ“æ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“‰ªª√–∑—∫¬—ßª√–‡∑» «‘μ‡´Õ√å·≈π¥å ∑à’Ëª√–∑—∫‡ªìπ
·ø≈μÕ¬Ÿà∑’Ë∂ππ∑‘ ‚´àμå ‡¡◊Õß‚≈´“ππå  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’·≈–‡®â“π“¬
‡≈Á°Ê ∑—Èß Û æ√–Õß§å ª√–∑—∫μ“¡≈”æ—ß ‡ªìπ§√Õ∫§√—«‡≈Á°Ê Àà“ß‰°≈®“°
¡“μÿ¿Ÿ¡‘·≈–æ√–ª√–¬Ÿ√≠“μ‘ ∑à“¡°≈“ß§«“¡·μ°μà“ß∑—Èß¿“…“·≈–¢π∫∏√√¡‡π’¬¡
ª√–‡æ≥’ °“√ª√–∑—∫ ≥ ‡¡◊Õß‚≈´“ππå‡ªìπ™à«ß‡«≈“¬“«π“π°«à“∑ÿ°§√“«∑’Ëºà“π¡“
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After the death of the Prince Father, the Mahidol family
remained in Sra Pathum Palace until April of 1933 when Her Majesty Queen Sri
Savarindira the Queen Grandmother, urged her daughter-in-law to take the three
royal children overseas because of the unstable political situation in Thailand at
the time. This move afforded the opportunity for an overseas education and better
environment for the frail health of the children. In Switzerland, the Mahidol family
took up residence in a flat on Tissot Avenue in Lausanne. Living on their own in
a foreign city among people of a different culture, language and customs, far away
from their beloved relatives and country, the Mahidol family established them-
selves in Switzerland where they remained longer than in any other country.

After the abdication of King Prajadhipok, Rama VII, in
1934 and the acceptance of Prince Ananda Mahidol to reign as the eighth
monarch of Thailand, the Mahidol family had to find a new residence more fitting
for their elevated status. The Princess Mother decided on a more spacious house,
which was later to become known as the Villa Vadhana, in the small town of Pully
near Lausanne.

It might have been expected that the familyûs frequent relo-
cations during her early years would have had an adverse effect on HRH Princess
Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindraûs education. However,
such was not the case as it was evident that the young Princess was a talented and
hardworking student who took a keen interest in various disciplines and was well
versed in many languages. These scholastic interests have remained with Her
Royal Highness to this day and proved to be most beneficial to her diverse
endeavours at a later date.



μàÕ¡“ ‡¡◊ËÕæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–ª°‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«∑√ß
 ≈–√“™ ¡∫—μ‘„π æ.». ÚÙ˜˜ √—∞∫“≈‰¥â°√“∫∫—ß§¡∑Ÿ≈æ√–°√ÿ≥“Õ—≠‡™‘≠
æ√–«√«ß»å‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“Õ“π—π∑¡À‘¥≈¢÷Èπ§√Õß√“™¬å §√Õ∫§√—«√“™ °ÿ≈
¡À‘¥≈®÷ßμâÕß¬â“¬∑’Ëª√–∑—∫‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ‡À¡“– ¡°—∫æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘¬»æ√–¡À“°…—μ√‘¬å‰∑¬
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’‰¥â∑√ß¬â“¬‰ªª√–∑—∫∑’Ëæ√–μ”Àπ—°«‘≈≈“«—≤π“ ‡¡◊Õß
æÿ¬¬’ „°≈â°—∫‡¡◊Õß‚≈´“ππå

°≈à“«‰¥â«à“ ‡¡◊ËÕ¬—ß∑√ßæ√–‡¬“«å  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√åμâÕß∑√ß‡¥‘π∑“ß¬â“¬∑’Ëª√–∑—∫∫àÕ¬§√—Èß ́ ÷Ëßπà“®– àßº≈μàÕ
°“√»÷°…“¢Õßæ√–Õß§å‰¡à¡“°°ÁπâÕ¬ ·μà‡ªìπ∑’Ëª√–®—°…å„π‡«≈“μàÕ¡“«à“ Õÿª √√§
‡À≈à“π—Èπ‰¡à ‰¥â¡’º≈°√–∑∫μàÕ°“√»÷°…“¢Õßæ√–Õß§å·μàÕ¬à“ß„¥ ¥â«¬∑√ß¡’
æ√–«‘√‘¬–Õÿμ “À–»÷°…“¿“…“μà“ßª√–‡∑»À≈“¬¿“…“ μ≈Õ¥®π∑√ß»÷°…“«‘™“°“√
·¢πßμà“ßÊ ¥â«¬§«“¡ πæ√–Àƒ∑—¬
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 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡¢â“‡√’¬π
™—ÈπÕπÿ∫“≈∑’Ë‚√ß‡√’¬πæ“√å§ ‡¡◊Õß∫Õ μ—π √—∞·¡  “™Ÿ‡ μμå ª√–‡∑» À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“
‡¡◊ËÕ∑√ß¡’æ√–™π¡“¬ÿª√–¡“≥ Û ™—π…“°«à“Ê ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ™à«ß∑’Ë ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡
√“™™π°∑√ß»÷°…“«‘™“·æ∑¬»“ μ√å ≥ ¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬Œ“√å«“√å¥ °“√‡¢â“‚√ß‡√’¬π
‡ªìπ°“√≈¥æ√–√“™¿“√–¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’ ‡π◊ËÕß®“°μâÕß¥Ÿ·≈
æ√–Õπÿ™“Õ’° Õßæ√–Õß§å∑’Ë¬—ß∑√ßæ√–‡¬“«å

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√åæ√–√“™∑“π
 —¡¿“…≥å‡°’Ë¬«°—∫°“√‡√’¬π∑’Ë‚√ß‡√’¬πæ“√å§„ππ‘μ¬ “√ æ≈Õ¬·°¡‡æ™√ ªï∑’Ë Ù
©∫—∫∑’Ë ˜˘ «—π∑’Ë Òı æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.». ÚıÛ¯ «à“ ç...©—π°Á‰ª‚√ß‡√’¬π ·μàæŸ¥
Õ—ß°ƒ…‰¡à‡ªìπ ©—π°Á‰¡àæŸ¥Õ–‰√‡≈¬ §√Ÿ‡°◊Õ∫®–π÷°«à“‡¥Á°§ππ’È‡ªìπ„∫â...·μàæÕ∂÷ß
Àπâ“Àπ“« ‚π«åμ° ©—πμ◊Ëπ‡μâπ ‡≈¬æŸ¥¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…ÕÕ°¡“‰¥â‡≈¬ ‡≈¬æŸ¥‰¥âμàÕ‰ª
‡æ√“–‰¡à‡§¬‡ÀÁπ ‡ÀÁπ·≈â«πà“μ◊Ëπ‡μâπ¡“°Ê...é

‡¡◊ËÕ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°∑√ß ”‡√Á®°“√»÷°…“·≈–
‡ ¥Á®°≈—∫ª√–‡∑»‰∑¬  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
∑√ß‡¢â“»÷°…“√–¥—∫ª√–∂¡»÷°…“ ≥ ‚√ß‡√’¬π·Ààß∑’Ë Õß §◊Õ ‚√ß‡√’¬π√“™‘π’
∑√ß»÷°…“Õ¬Ÿà®π∂÷ß æ.». ÚÙ˜ˆ ‚¥¬∑√ß Õ∫‰¥â∑’Ë Û „πÀ¡«¥¿“…“‰∑¬ ·≈–
∑’Ë Ò „πÀ¡«¥¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ… √«¡§–·ππ·≈â«∑√ß‡ªìπ∑’Ë Ú ¢Õß™—Èπ  ”À√—∫
¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…π—Èπ ∑√ß‡≈à“«à“ ç...μÕπ∫à“¬°Á¡’§√Ÿ¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…¡“ Õπ ·≈â«°Á¡’
μàÕÊ ¡“Õ’°μ—Èß Ù-ı §π ‡æ√“–·¡à‰¡àÕ¬“°„Àâ≈◊¡ ·¡à®–„Àâ≈Ÿ°æŸ¥¿“…“
Õ—ß°ƒ…μàÕ‰ª‡√◊ËÕ¬Ê ®π‚μ...é

„ ΩÉ æ √ – À ƒ ∑— ¬ „ π ° “ √ »÷ ° … “
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A l w a y s  F i r s t  i n  H e r  C l a s s
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HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas
Rajanagarindra began her schooling at the age of a little over three years old
at the kindergarten of Park School in Boston, Massachusetts, while her father
was a medical student at Harvard University. Her nursery education helped to
relieve the Princess Mother of some of her child-care burdens because she also
had to tend to her two younger children as well.

Her Royal Highness gives the following account of her
reminiscences of her schooling at Park School in the interview in çPloy Kam

Petché: çWhen I first started school I was unable to converse in English so
I kept quiet all the time. The teacher was almost led to believe that I was mute
but when winter came and it began to snow, I was so thrilled with the sight of
snow that I started exclaiming in English and continued to speak English from
then on....é

When the Prince Father had completed his education and
returned to Thailand, Her Royal Highness was enrolled at the elementary level
at her second school, Rajini where she remained until 1933. That year she
came first and third in English and Thai while her overall performance placed
her second in her class. Her Royal Highness reminisces about her private
English lesson as follows: çI had an English tutor coming to teach me in the
afternoon. There was a series of four to five English teachers. Mother did not
want me to forget the language; she intended all of us to have English lessons
and speak English until we grew up....é











‡¡◊ËÕ‡ ¥Á®°≈—∫‰ªª√–∑—∫∑’Ë‡¡◊Õß‚≈´“ππå
ª√–‡∑» «‘μ‡´Õ√å·≈π¥åÕ’°§√—Èß ∑√ß‡¢â“»÷°…“„π‚√ß‡√’¬π
ª√–∂¡»÷°…“™◊ËÕ«à“ ‡¡’¬√å¡Õßμå (Ecole Miremont) ´÷Ëß
‰¥â∑√ß‡√‘Ë¡μâπ‡√’¬π¿“…“Ω√—Ëß‡» ·≈–∑√ß‡√’¬π√à«¡°—∫
π—°‡√’¬π™“« «‘ ®π®∫™—Èπª√–∂¡»÷°…“

„π æ.». ÚÙ˜¯  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡¢â“»÷°…“μàÕ√–¥—∫™—Èπ¡—∏¬¡»÷°…“

∑’Ë ‚√ß‡√’¬π μ√’™◊ËÕ Ecole Supérieure de Jeunes Filles de la Ville de
Lausanne ∑’Ë‚√ß‡√’¬ππ’È∑√ß»÷°…“¿“…“‡¬Õ√¡—π·≈–¿“…“≈–μ‘π¥â«¬ Õ’° “¡ªï
μàÕ¡“ ∑√ß¬â“¬‰ª»÷°…“μàÕ∑’Ë ‚√ß‡√’¬πª√–®”„π‡¡◊Õß‡®π’«“ (International
School of Geneva) ∑√ß‡≈à“∂÷ß∫√√¬“°“»„π‚√ß‡√’¬ππ“π“™“μ‘‡®π’«“«à“
ç...©—π‰¡à™Õ∫‡∑à“‰À√à‡æ√“–Õ¬Ÿà‡ªìππ—°‡√’¬πª√–®” μÕπÕ¬Ÿà‚≈´“ππå‰¡à‰¥âÕ¬Ÿà
ª√–®”π’Ë °≈—∫∫â“π‰¥â °Á‰¡à πÿ°‡∑à“‰À√à §«√®– πÿ°·μà‰¡à πÿ°...é

·¡â°√–π—Èπ°Á∑√ß Õ∫ºà“π™—Èπ Ÿß ÿ¥¢Õß√–¥—∫¡—∏¬¡»÷°…“
‰¥â¥’‡¬’Ë¬¡‡ªìπ∑’Ë Ò ¢Õß‚√ß‡√’¬π ·≈–‡ªìπ∑’Ë Û ¢Õßª√–‡∑» «‘μ‡´Õ√å·≈π¥å
®“°π—Èπ∑√ß‡¢â“»÷°…“μàÕ “¢“«‘™“‡§¡’ §≥–«‘∑¬“»“ μ√å ¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬‚≈´“ππå
´÷Ëß‡ªìπ ∂“∫—π°“√»÷°…“√–¥—∫Õÿ¥¡»÷°…“„π æ.». ÚÙ¯ı ∑√ß„Àâ‡Àμÿº≈∂÷ß
°“√‡≈◊Õ°‡√’¬π«‘∑¬“»“ μ√å«à“
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Upon her return to Lausanne, Switzerland, Her Royal
Highness was sent to an elementary school, Ecole Miremont, where she first
learned French and attended class with local Swiss students until she had
completed her elementary education.

In 1935, Her Royal Highness began her secondary edu-
cation at Ecole Supérieure de Jeunes Filles de la Ville de Lausanne, a girlûs school,
where she studied German and Latin. Three years later she continued her
education at the International School of Geneva, which was a boarding school.
She recalls her impression of this school in these words: çI did not really like
the place because I was not accustomed to staying away from home. I had
always attended day school in Lausanne. Life at boarding school should have
been fun but for me it was not....é

Nevertheless, Her Royal Highness completed her second-
ary education with an excellent record; she came first in her school and third
for the whole of Switzerland. She then went on to study Chemistry at Lausanne
University in 1942. Her Royal Highness gives the following reasons for her
decision to take a science major:
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ç...§‘¥«à“μ—«‡Õß§«√®–¥’°«à“∑“ß»‘≈ªá ·μàæÕμ—«‡Õß‰ª Õ∫
∑“ß«‘∑¬“»“ μ√å‰¥â§–·ππ‡μÁ¡À¡¥‡«≈“ Õ∫...¿“…“≈–μ‘π∑’Ë©—π§‘¥«à“©—π‡°àß
≈–μ‘π °≈—∫∑”§–·ππ‰¡à‰¥â¥’§◊Õ‰¥âæÕ¥’Ê ¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ… ÷́Ëß©—π∫Õ°©—π‡°àßπ’Ë
§◊Õ√Ÿâ¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…·μà‰¡à‰¥â§–·ππ‡μÁ¡ ‡≈¬‚¡‚À«à“∑”‰¡‰¡à‰¥â‡μÁ¡ ... √ÿª·≈â«
∑“ß«‘∑¬“»“ μ√å¥’ ‡≈¬‡√’¬π∑“ßπ’È ...·μàæÕ‰ª‡√’¬π·≈â«°Á√Ÿâμ—««à“‡√“π’Ë‰¡à‡°àß
Õ–‰√À√Õ°‡§¡’...é

·μà°Á∑√ß»÷°…“®π®∫ ∑√ß‰¥â√—∫ª√‘≠≠“μ√’ “¢“«‘™“‡§¡’
·≈– DiplÔme de Chimiste Analyste ‡¡◊ËÕ æ.». ÚÙ˘Ò √–À«à“ß∑’Ë∑√ß»÷°…“
∑’Ë¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬·Ààßπ’È ∑√ß»÷°…“À≈—° Ÿμ√ —ß§¡»“ μ√å-§√ÿ»“ μ√å DiplÔme de
Sciences Sociales Pédagogiques ª√–°Õ∫¥â«¬«‘™“„π “¢“«‘™“°“√»÷°…“
«√√≥§¥’ ª√—™≠“ ·≈–®‘μ«‘∑¬“ ‰ªæ√âÕ¡Ê °—π ·¡â‡¡◊ËÕ∑√ß ”‡√Á®°“√»÷°…“
ª√‘≠≠“μ√’·≈â« °Á¬—ß∑√ß»÷°…“«‘™“«√√≥§¥’·≈–ª√—™≠“μàÕ ç...‚¥¬‰¡à Õ∫
Õ–‰√‡≈¬ ‡√’¬π·∫∫‡¢â“‰ªøíß‡∑à“π—Èπ...é

°≈à“«‰¥â«à“  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
∑√ß‡ªìπºŸâ∑’Ë „ΩÉæ√–Àƒ∑—¬„π°“√»÷°…“ ‰¡à«à“®–ª√–∑—∫Õ¬Ÿà∑’Ë „¥  àßº≈„Àâ∑√ß‰¥â√—∫
º≈°“√»÷°…“∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà „π‡°≥±å¥’‡¬’Ë¬¡μ≈Õ¥¡“ πÕ°®“°π—Èπ·≈â«¬—ß∑√ß πæ√–Àƒ∑—¬
»÷°…“»“ μ√å·¢πßμà“ßÊ ∑”„Àâ∑√ß‡ªìπºŸâ∑’Ë√Õ∫√Ÿâ Õ—π®–‡ªìπª√–‚¬™πåμàÕ°“√∑√ßß“π
·≈–∑√ß∫”‡æÁ≠æ√–°√≥’¬°‘®π“π—ª°“√„π°“≈μàÕ¡“
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çI myself thought I would do better as an Arts major but
I kept achieving perfect scores in science subjects while my Latin grades were
not outstanding even though I thought I excelled in Latin; the scores were
roughly the same as I got for English. I was rather angry with myself that in
spite of my good English, I had never been able to achieve a perfect score for
it...This was how I became a Science student, simply because my Science
scores were better...After a while though I came to realize that Chemistry was
not my forte....é

Her Royal Highness graduated with a bachelorûs degree in
Chemistry and a DiplÔme de Chimiste Analyste in 1948. While attending this
university, she also enrolled in a combined social science and education programme,
DiplÔme de Sciences Sociales Pédagogiques, which included different subjects
in education, literature, philosophy and psychology. Even after her graduation,
Her Royal Highness continued to take courses in Literature and Philosophy,
ç...without sitting for an exam, just auditing the courses....é

It is a well-known fact that HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana
Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra has always been a keen scholar who
takes a great interest in educating herself wherever she can and in whatever
subject that interests her. It is not surprising that she excelled in all her
studies. Her interest in varied disciplines has enabled her to become an all-
round expert in different fields which has proved to be most beneficial in her
numerous royal duties and endeavours.
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 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡ªìπ°ÿ≈ μ√’‰∑¬∑’Ë‡æ’¬∫æ√âÕ¡¥â«¬
æ√–®√‘¬«—μ√Õ—πß¥ß“¡ ¡’æ√–Õ—∏¬“»—¬‡Õ◊ÈÕ‡øóôÕ‡º◊ËÕ·ºà
μ≈Õ¥®π∑√ß«“ßæ√–Õß§å‰¥âÕ¬à“ß‡À¡“– ¡μ“¡°“≈

Õ—π§«√ ∑—Èßπ’È‡ªìπº≈¡“®“°°“√∑’Ë∑√ß‰¥â√—∫°“√Õ∫√¡
‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¥’®“° ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’ ∑√ß¡’·∫∫Õ¬à“ß

°“√ªØ‘∫—μ‘æ√–Õß§å °“√«“ßæ√–Õß§å∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡®“°¢—μμ‘¬√“™
π“√’·Ààßæ√–∫√¡√“™®—°√’«ß»å §◊Õ  ¡‡¥Á®œ æ√–æ—π«—  “Õ—¬¬‘°“‡®â“ ÷́Ëß∑√ß
æ√–‡¡μμ“æ√–π—¥¥“Õß§å·√°Õ¬à“ß‡ªïò¬¡≈âπ

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡ªìπ
æ√–∏‘¥“æ√–Õß§å‡¥’¬«·Ààß√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈·≈–æ√–π—¥¥“æ√–Õß§å·√°¢Õß
 ¡‡¥Á®œ æ√–æ—π«—  “Õ—¬¬‘°“‡®â“ ‡¡◊ËÕ§√—Èß∑’Ëª√–∑—∫Õ¬Ÿà „π«—ß √–ª∑ÿ¡ ∂÷ß·¡â«à“
æ√–Õß§å®–‰¡à‰¥â∑√ßÕ¿‘∫“≈‚¥¬μ√ß ·μà§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏å „°≈â™‘¥√–À«à“ß ç¬à“
°—∫À≈“πé ¡’ “¬„¬·Ààß§«“¡ºŸ°æ—πÕ—π≈÷° ÷́Èß ¥—ß∑’Ë ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡≈à“‰«â«à“ ç∑à“π∑√ß√—°¡“° ‡æ√“–‡ªìπÀ≈“π Û §π
∑’Ë∑à“π¡’Õ¬Ÿà...é πÕ°®“°π’È Àπâ“∑’Ëª√–°“√Àπ÷Ëß¢Õß ¡“™‘°√ÿàπ‡¬“«å¢Õß§√Õ∫§√—«
√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈ §◊Õ °“√‡¢â“‡ΩÑ“œ  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–æ—π«—  “Õ—¬¬‘°“‡®â“‡ªìπª√–®”∑ÿ°«—π
¥—ß∑’Ë∑√ß‡≈à“∂÷ß°‘®«—μ√π’È«à“
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HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas
Rajanagarindra is a model Thai lady of perfect manners who has always
conducted herself with decorum, propriety and compassion for others. While the
Princess Mother was responsible for her impeccable upbringing and education,
it was her paternal grandmother, Her Majesty Queen Sri Savarindira, the
Queen Grandmother, who showered her first grandchild with much affection
and kindness and had provided an exemplary role model of proper royal conduct
befitting a female member of the Royal House of Chakri.

As the only girl in the Mahidol Family and the first
grandchild of Her Majesty Queen Sri Savarindira, the Queen Grandmother,
Her Royal Highness formed a close bond with her grandmother from the time
of her stay at Sra Pathum Palace when she was young. Although the Queen
Grandmother was not directly involved in the care of the young Princess at the
time, the bond of çaffinityé was very strong and deepened with time. Her Royal
Highness recalls: çShe was extremely fond of the three of us because we were
the only grandchildren she had.é During their stay at Sra Pathum Palace, one
of the routines that the young members of the Mahidol Family observed was to
pay their grandmother daily visits. HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom
Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra writes,
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ç ¡‡¥Á®æ√–æ—π«—  “œ ª√–∑—∫Õ¬Ÿà∑’Ë«—ß √–ª∑ÿ¡ ∑√ßÕ¬Ÿà
Õ’°μ”Àπ—°Àπ÷Ëß‡√’¬°«à“μ”Àπ—°„À≠à ‡√“Õ¬Ÿà∑’Ë‡√’¬°«à“μ”Àπ—°„À¡à °ÁÕ¬Ÿà‰°≈
æÕ ¡§«√ ‡¥‘π‡√Á«Ê ÀπàÕ¬°Á ı π“∑’ ™â“ÀπàÕ¬°Á Ò π“∑’ ·≈â«·μà„§√‡¥‘π
‡¥Á°‡¥‘π°ÁÕ“®®–™—Ë«‚¡ßÀπ÷Ëß ‰∂≈‰ªπ—Ëπ‰ªπ’Ë...μÕπ∑’Ë©—π‰ª‚√ß‡√’¬π·¡à°Á®–æ“πâÕß
Ú æ√–Õß§å‰ª‡ΩÑ“ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–æ—π«—  “œ ‚¥¬¡“°°Á‰ª‡ΩÑ“μÕπ‡ «¬ ‡æ√“–
∑à“πμ◊Ëπ∫√√∑¡ “¬ ·≈â«‡ «¬‡∑’Ë¬ß °Á‰ª‡ΩÑ“μÕππ—Èπ ·≈â«Õ’°§√—Èß§◊ÕμÕπ‡¬Áπ
πâÕß‰ªÀ√◊Õ‡ª≈à“‰¡à∑√“∫...·μà©—ππà–°≈—∫¡“®“°‚√ß‡√’¬π®–‰ª‡ΩÑ“...°Á‰ªÕ¬Ÿà
®π‡°◊Õ∫®–¡◊¥§àÕ¬°≈—∫...∫“ß∑’¡’·ÀππÕÿâ¡Õß§å‡≈Á°‰ª À√◊Õ«à“„ à√∂Õ–‰√‰ª...é

°‘®«—μ√¥—ß°≈à“«‡ªìπ‚Õ°“ ∑’Ë‰¥â∑√ß„°≈â™‘¥æ√–∫√¡«ß»“-
πÿ«ß»å™—ÈπºŸâ „À≠à ‡ªìπ™à«ß‡«≈“·Ààß°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ°‘√‘¬“¡“√¬“∑·∫∫™“««—ß
®“°æ√–Õ—¬¬‘°“ μ≈Õ¥®π·π«∑“ßªØ‘∫—μ‘æ√–Õß§å ®“°∑’Ë ‰¥â∑√ßæ∫‡ÀÁπ
¢π∫∏√√¡‡π’¬¡ª√–‡æ≥’‰∑¬∑’Ë¥’ß“¡ ∑√ß´÷¡´—∫ ‘Ëß‡À≈à“π’È∑’≈–‡≈Á°≈–πâÕ¬
Õ—π‡ªìπ°“√∫à¡‡æ“–æ√–§ÿ≥≈—°…≥–¢Õß¢—μμ‘¬°—≈¬“≥’ ¥—ß∑’Ë∑√ß‡≈à“«à“ ç...·¡à
μâÕßπÕ∫πâÕ¡ μâÕßÀ¡Õ∫°√“∫ μâÕß‰¡à· ¥ßÕ–‰√‡≈¬...é

‰¡à‡æ’¬ß·μà∑√ß‡ªìπ·∫∫Õ¬à“ß„π¥â“π°“√«“ßæ√–Õß§å
„Àâ‡À¡“– ¡„π∞“π–æ√–∫√¡«ß»å™—ÈπºŸâ „À≠à‡∑à“π—Èπ  ¡‡¥Á®œ æ√–æ—π«—  “
Õ—¬¬‘°“‡®â“¬—ß∑√ßÕ∫√¡„Àâ√Ÿâ®—°ª√–¡“≥μπ √Ÿâ®—°§«“¡æÕ‡æ’¬ß ª√–¬ÿ°μå
 √â“ß √√§å ‘Ëß¢Õß∑’Ë¡’·≈–π”¡“„™â „Àâ‡°‘¥ª√–‚¬™πå Ÿß ÿ¥ ‰¡à‚ª√¥„Àâ´◊ÈÕ¢Õß
øÿÉ¡‡øóÕ¬√“§“·æß ·≈–¬—ß∑√ßª≈Ÿ°Ωíß„Àâ∑√ß‡ªìπ°ÿ≈ μ√’‰∑¬∑’Ë‡æ’¬∫æ√âÕ¡
‚¥¬‡©æ“–°“√∫â“π°“√‡√◊Õπ·≈–°“√‡¬Á∫ªí°∂—°√âÕ¬ ¥—ß®–‡ÀÁπ‰¥â®“°ºâ“ªí°
Ωïæ√–À—μ∂å ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å ∑’Ë∑√ß àß¡“∂«“¬
 ¡‡¥Á®œ æ√–æ—π«—  “Õ—¬¬‘°“‡®â“ æ√âÕ¡°“√å¥≈“¬æ√–À—μ∂å‡¢’¬π«à“ ç∑Ÿ≈‡°≈â“
∂«“¬ ¡‡¥Á®¬à“ ¥â«¬§«“¡√—° ºâ“π’È∫’Î∑”‡Õß °—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“é
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çAt Sra Pathum Palace, the Queen Grandmother lived in
a building known as Tamnak Yai (the Grand royal residence) while we stayed
at Tamnak Mai (the New royal residence) which was quite a distance away.
Reaching her residence would take about 5 minutes of quick walking, 10 at a
slower rate, depending on who was doing the walking. It could easily take an
hour for a child who would keep stopping at various interesting points along the
way...While I was away at school, Mother would take my two younger brothers
to see the Queen Grandmother. They usually went at lunchtime because my
grandmother would not rise until quite late in the morning and then would have
lunch. Another visit would take place in late afternoon. I could not remember
whether my brothers went along for the second time or not but I went after I
came back from school...I usually stayed with her until it was almost dark
before returning to my quarters...Sometimes Nan carried Phra Ong Lek or
pushed him there in his baby carriage....é

Such routines provided Her Royal Highness with a valu-
able opportunity to become acquainted with many senior members of the royal
family. It was also a time when the young Princess was able to observe her
grandmother and be trained in the proper manners and conduct befitting a lady
of the Royal Court as well as to learn about traditional Thai practices and
customs. These examples were gradually absorbed by her and became ingrained
in the young Princess, moulding her into an excellent lady of high birth. Her
Royal Highness remembers that, çMother always prostrated herself and im-
pressed upon us the importance of showing the utmost humility and respect,
remaining reserved and never showing her emotions.é
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πÕ°®“°π’È  ¡‡¥Á®œ æ√–æ—π«—  “Õ—¬¬‘°“‡®â“∑√ß¡’
æ√–√“™∏‘¥“ §◊Õ  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–√“™ªîμÿ®©“ ‡®â“øÑ“«‰≈¬Õ≈ß°√≥å °√¡À≈«ß
‡æ™√∫ÿ√’√“™ ‘√‘π∏√ ·≈–∑√ßÕ¿‘∫“≈æ√–√“™‚Õ√ ·≈–æ√–√“™∏‘¥“„πæ√–∫“∑
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«∑’Ë°”æ√â“æ√–¡“√¥“∂÷ß Ù æ√–Õß§å ª√–¥ÿ®
æ√–√“™‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“¢Õßæ√–Õß§å‡Õß §◊Õ æ√–‡®â“∫√¡«ß»å‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“
‡¬“«¿“æß…å π‘∑ æ≈‡Õ°  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“∫√¡«ß»å‡∏Õ °√¡æ√–¬“™—¬π“∑
π‡√π∑√ (æ√–Õß§å‡®â“√—ß ‘μª√–¬Ÿ√»—°¥‘Ï) æ√–‡®â“∫√¡«ß»å‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“
ª√–¿“æ√√≥æ‘ ‰≈ ·≈–æ√–‡®â“∫√¡«ß»å‡∏Õ æ√–Õß§å‡®â“«“ªï∫ÿ…∫“°√
¥â«¬‡Àμÿπ’È  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å®÷ß∑√ßÕ¬Ÿà
∑à“¡°≈“ßæ√–ª√–¬Ÿ√≠“μ‘ §◊Õ  ¡‡¥Á®ªÑ“·≈– ¡‡¥Á®≈ÿß ºŸâ∑√ßæ√âÕ¡∑’Ë®–¡Õ∫
§«“¡√—° §«“¡‡Õ◊ÈÕÕ“√’ μ≈Õ¥®π°“√Õ∫√¡·¥àæ√–π—¥¥“æ√–Õß§åπâÕ¬

·μà‡Àπ◊ÕÕ◊Ëπ„¥  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å¬àÕ¡∑√ß‰¥â√—∫°“√ª≈Ÿ°Ωíßæ√–Õÿªπ‘ —¬ °“√¥”√ßæ√–™π¡™’æ ·≈–
«‘∏’§‘¥®“° ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’ ‡π◊ËÕß®“° ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°‡ ¥Á®
 «√√§μ  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’®÷ß∑√ßÕ¿‘∫“≈æ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“∑—Èß Û æ√–Õß§å
‚¥¬≈”æ—ß ∑—Èß¥â“π°“√‡√’¬π °“√ÕÕ° —ß§¡ Õ“À“√ §«“¡ –Õ“¥ °“√·μàß
æ√–Õß§å∑’Ë –Õ“¥  ÿ¿“æ‡√’¬∫√âÕ¬ ß¥ß“¡ ∂Ÿ°°“≈‡∑»– ∑√ß¥Ÿ·≈¥â“π ÿ¢¿“æ
Õπ“¡—¬ °“√‡ «¬ °“√∫√√∑¡ °“√‡≈àπ μâÕß‡ªìπ‡«≈“ À“°‰¡à∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘μ“¡
®–∂Ÿ°∑”‚∑…À√◊Õ∂Ÿ°μ’μ“¡∑’Ë¡’¢âÕμ°≈ß°—π ‡™àπ ‚∑…‡™àππ’È§«√∂Ÿ°μ’°’Ë§√—Èß
∫“ß§√—Èß‚∑…√ÿπ·√ß°Á„™â‰¡â¡–¬¡μ’ ·μà‡¡◊ËÕ‡®√‘≠æ√–™—π…“°—π·≈â«°Á®–„™â‡Àμÿº≈
Õ∏‘∫“¬°“√§«√‰¡à§«√ ¥’‰¡à¥’¡“°°«à“ ¥â«¬‡Àμÿπ’È  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å®÷ß∑√ß‡ªìπºŸâ∑’Ë¡’√–‡∫’¬∫«‘π—¬ ‡√’¬∫√âÕ¬ ¡¥—ß°ÿ≈ μ√’‰∑¬
∑’Ë‡æ’¬∫æ√âÕ¡∑ÿ°ª√–°“√
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Not only did she act as a role model of the perfect
propriety and royal conduct of a senior member of the royal family, Her
Majesty Queen Sri Savarindira the Queen Grandmother, also trained her
granddaughter to be unassuming and to practise self-restraint and economy, to
learn how to be self-sufficient and to make the most of what she had. The
Queen Grandmother disliked all forms of ostentation and ingrained in the
young Princess the ideal of the perfect Thai lady who is skilful in, among other
things, housework, sewing and embroidery. The success of this training was
apparent in the embroidered handiwork that Her Royal Highness sent to her
grandmother together with a card in her own handwriting that said, çFor
Grandmother with love. I made this myself. Galyani Vadhana.é

Since Her Majesty Queen Sri Savarindira the Queen Grand-
mother, had another daughter, HRH Princess (Somdetch Phra Raja Pituchha
Chao Fa) Valaya Alongkorn, Krom Luang Bejraburi Rajasirindhorn, and had
raised, as her own, four other children of King Chulalongkorn whose mothers
were deceased, Her Royal Highness grew up in a close circle of many royal
aunts and uncles who gave her much affection, kindness and guidance. The
orphaned royal children who were raised by the Queen Grandmother were:
HRH Princess Yaovabhabongse Sanidh; HRH General Prince Rangsit
Prayurasakdi, Prince of Jainad (Krom Phraya Jainad Narendra); HRH Prin-
cess Prabha Barnbilaya; and HRH Princess Varpi Busbakara.



„πæ√–π‘æπ∏å ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê

- ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å ∑√ß‡≈à“∂÷ßæ√–√“™
ª≥‘∏“π„π°“√‡≈’È¬ß¥Ÿæ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“¢Õß
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’«à“ ∑√ß¡’®ÿ¥¡ÿàßÀ¡“¬

„Àâ‡ªìπ§π¥’‡æ◊ËÕª√–‚¬™πå¢Õßæ√–Õß§å‡Õß æ√–
ª√–¬Ÿ√≠“μ‘ ·≈–ª√–‡∑»™“μ‘∫â“π‡¡◊Õß ¥—ß≈“¬

æ√–À—μ∂å∑’Ë¡’ ‰ª∂«“¬ ¡‡¥Á®œ æ√–æ—π«—  “Õ—¬¬‘°“‡®â“§√—Èß∑’Ë‡ ¥Á®ª√–∑—∫∑’Ë
‡¡◊Õß‚≈´“ππå§«“¡«à“

ç...≈Ÿ°¢ÕßÀ¡àÕ¡©—π À¡àÕ¡©—π√—°Õ¬à“ß¥«ß„® ·≈–
À¡àÕ¡©—π¡’§«“¡μ—Èß„®Õ¬Ÿà‡ ¡Õ∑’Ë®–π”„Àâ≈Ÿ°‰ª„π∑“ß∑’Ë∂Ÿ°∑’Ë¥’  ”À√—∫®–‰¥â
‡ªìπª√–‚¬™πå·°àμ—«‡Õß ≠“μ‘ ·≈–∫â“π‡¡◊Õß μ—«¢ÕßÀ¡àÕ¡©—π‡Õß∑”ª√–‚¬™πå
Õ–‰√„Àâ∫â“π‡¡◊Õß‰¡à‰¥â¡“° ·μà∂â“‰¥â™à«¬≈Ÿ°Ê „Àâ‰¥â√—∫°“√Õ∫√¡·≈–‡≈à“‡√’¬π
„π ‘Ëß∑’Ë‡ªìπª√–‚¬™πå·°à∫â“π‡¡◊Õß‰¥â·≈â« À¡àÕ¡©—π°Á®–√Ÿâ ÷°Õ‘Ë¡„®‡À¡◊Õπ°—π...é

∂÷ß·¡â«à“ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’®–∑√ß¥Ÿ·≈æ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“
„ÀâÕ¬Ÿà „π√–‡∫’¬∫«‘π—¬ ·μà°Á∑√ß‡ÀÁπ™Õ∫„Àâ‡ªìπ‰ªμ“¡æ—≤π“°“√μ“¡«—¬¢Õß‡¥Á°
∑√ß„Àâ‡≈àπ°—∫æ’Ë°—∫πâÕß¥â«¬°—π¡“°°«à“§πÕ◊Ëπ ´÷Ëßμà“ß°Á¡’§«“¡æÕæ√–Àƒ∑—¬
„π°“√‡≈àπ√à«¡°—π¥â«¬ ·¡â°√–∑—Ëß°“√·μàßæ√–Õß§å¬“¡‡≈àπ°Á‡ªìπ∑”πÕß‡¥’¬«°—π
°≈à“«§◊Õ ∑√ß «¡‡ ◊ÈÕ°“ß‡°ß‡Õ’Í¬¡ ¥â«¬‡Àμÿπ’È ®÷ß‰¡à‡ªìπ∑’Ë ß —¬‡≈¬«à“
§«“¡ “¡—§§’ √—°„§√à°≈¡‡°≈’¬«¢Õßæ’ËπâÕß„π√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈π—Èπ ¡’∑’Ë¡“Õ¬à“ß‰√

„π à«π°“√‡≈àππ—Èπ ‡¡◊ËÕ§√“«‡ ¥Á®°≈—∫‰ªª√–∑—∫ ≥ «—ß
 √–ª∑ÿ¡§√—ÈßÀ≈—ß  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑√ß„Àâ √â“ß»“≈“‚≈àßÊ  ”À√—∫
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Above all HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang
Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra had imprinted upon her the virtues shown by the
Princess Mother, who was the most influential person in her upbringing, in
terms of character, lifestyle and way of thinking. After Prince Mahidol of
Songkhla had passed away, the Princess Mother had to take care of the three
royal children on her own. She was responsible for all aspects of their well-
being: education, social skills, food, hygiene, dress, health, rest and recreation.
The royal children were trained in these areas with relatively strict discipline,
performing their responsibilities according to set schedules. Any child who
breached the rules would receive a spanking or be punished in terms that had
been previously explained and agreed upon, such as to the number of spanks for
each misdeed.  After the royal children had grown up, physical punishment was
replaced by reason and explanation. It is not surprising that Her Royal High-
ness would eventually mature into a perfect Thai lady of excellent qualities.

In the book çFrom Little Princes to Young

Kingsé, Her Royal Highness writes about the Princess Motherûs intention of
bringing up her children to be good people for their own sake and for the
benefit of their family and relatives as well as the country. The Princess
Mother expressed her intentions in this matter in a letter she wrote to Her
Majesty Queen Sri Savarindira the Queen Grandmother.

çMy children are my life; I love and cherish them dearly
and intend to guide them on a correct and righteous path so that they can be



æ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“‰«âÀ≈∫·¥¥ ¿“¬„π»“≈“¡’æ◊Èπ‡ªìπ
∑√“¬ ¡’Õÿª°√≥å°“√ÕÕ°°”≈—ß°“¬À≈“¬Õ¬à“ß
∑—Èß™‘ß™â“ ŸßμË” Àà«ß§Ÿà ‡™◊Õ° ¡’ÀâÕß‡°Á∫¢Õß‡≈àπ
 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
∑√ßæ√√≥π“‰«â„πæ√–π‘æπ∏å ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê

- ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé «à“
ç... ¡—¬π—Èπ«—ß √–ª∑ÿ¡¬—ßπ—∫«à“Õ¬Ÿà™“π‡¡◊Õß Õ“°“»

¬—ß∫√‘ ÿ∑∏‘Ï ·¡à®÷ßÕ¬“°„Àâ≈Ÿ°Ê ‰¥âÕ¬Ÿà°≈“ß·®âß„Àâ¡“°∑’Ë ÿ¥ ∑à“π®—¥∑’Ë®—¥∑“ß
 ‘Ëß°àÕ √â“ß ·≈–Õÿª°√≥å„Àâ∑’≈–‡≈Á°≈–πâÕ¬  ‘Ëß·√°∑’Ë √â“ß¢÷Èπ§◊Õ∑’Ë‡≈àπ∑√“¬
´÷Ëß‡ªìπ·∫∫‡¥’¬«°—π°—∫∑’Ë‡ÀÁπ·∫∫„π «π “∏“√≥–„πμà“ßª√–‡∑» §◊Õ‡ªìπ
°√Õ∫‰¡â ’Ë‡À≈’Ë¬¡¡’∑√“¬Õ¬Ÿà¢â“ß„π...é

πÕ°®“°π’È¬—ß∑√ß‡≈àππÈ” ‡≈àπ¢ÿ¥§≈Õß™≈ª√–∑“π ‡≈àπ
ª≈Ÿ°ªÉ“ ‡≈àπ‰ø ·≈–‡μâπ√Õ∫°Õß‰ø  πÿ° π“π°—π·∫∫‡¥Á°Ê ∑√ßÀ—¥æ“¬‡√◊Õ∫¥
∑√ß«à“« ∑√ß‡≈àπªíôπ¥‘ππÈ”¡—π ‡ªìπ™à“ß‰¡â À“∫πÈ” ‡≈’È¬ß —μ«å ∑√ß‡≈àπ¥â«¬°—π
Õ¬à“ß πÿ° π“π æ√–©“¬“≈—°…≥å∑’Ë∫—π∑÷°‰«â· ¥ß„Àâ‡ÀÁπ«à“·μà≈–æ√–Õß§å
≈â«π¡’·««æ√–‡πμ√∑Õª√–°“¬ «à“ß ¥„ √◊Ëπ√¡¬å  –∑âÕπ∂÷ß§«“¡ ÿ¢ πÿ° π“π
 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡≈à“„πæ√–π‘æπ∏å ç·¡à

‡≈à“„Àâøíßé μÕπÀπ÷Ëß«à“
ç...·¡à∫Õ°«à“‡¡◊ËÕ‡¥Á°Ê ‡§¬™Õ∫‡≈àππÈ” ‡≈àπ‰ø ·¡à®÷ß

®—¥„Àâ≈Ÿ°Ê ¡’πÈ”‡≈àπ‚¥¬°àÕ∫àÕ‡≈Á°„Àâ ·≈–Õπÿ≠“μ„Àâ°àÕ°Õß‰ø‡≈àπ¥â«¬  —ª¥“Àå
≈–§√—Èß°Á®—¥ß“πª“√åμ’È‡≈Á°Ê ‚¥¬‡™‘≠‡¥Á°∑—Èß‰∑¬∑—ÈßΩ√—Ëß¡“∑’Ë«—ß ·≈–„Àâ¡‘ ´‘ 
´—∑μ—π ºŸâ¡’§«“¡™”π“≠„π°“√®—¥°“√≈–‡≈àπ¡“™à«¬§ÿ¡Õ¬Ÿà¥â«¬... ‡√“¡’™’«‘μ
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of benefit to themselves, their family and relatives, and the country. I myself
may not be of much use to the country but if I can bring them up well and let
them study in any field that may benefit the country, I will be most contented.é

Although the Princess Mother applied some discipline in
the upbringing of her children, she permitted them to develop according to their
respective ages. The royal children were encouraged to play with one another
rather than with other children and they found much enjoyment in playing
together. They were even dressed in the same style of play clothes, usually,
overalls.  It is perfectly clear where the enduring bond of affection and unity
among members of the Mahidol family comes from.

On the familyûs second stay at Sra Pathum Palace the
Princess Mother had an open pavilion built to provide shade for the royal
children. This pavilion had a floor of sand and contained various pieces of
exercise equipment such as high and low swings, double pulling rings and
ropes. There was a storage room to keep the childrenûs playthings in as well.
Her Royal Highness describes this pavilion in the book çFrom Little

Princes to Young Kingsé,
çAt that time Sra Pathum Palace was located in an outer

suburb where the air was still fresh. Mother wanted us to play out of doors as
often as we could. She selected the spot and had a pavilion built where she
gradually accumulated play equipment. The first thing she had built was a
sandpit in a similar style as those found in public parks overseas; it was a
sandpit surrounded by a square wooden frame....é







Õ¬à“ß πÿ° ∫“¬ ·μà°Á¡’√–‡∫’¬∫«‘π—¬ √–‡∫’¬∫
«‘π—¬Õ¬à“ß¡’À≈—°‰¡à„™à√–‡∫’¬∫‚∫√“≥...é

‰¡à‡æ’¬ß·μà°“√‡≈àπ„π«—ß
‡∑à“π—Èπ  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’¬—ß∑√ß
Õπÿ≠“μÀ√◊Õ∫“ß§√—Èß∑√ßπ”‡ ¥Á®¥â«¬
æ√–Õß§å‡Õß‰ª‡∑’Ë¬«¬—ß ∂“π∑’ËπÕ°«—ß ‡™àπ

‡∑’Ë¬«‡¢“¥‘π ‰ª¢÷Èπ√∂‰ø √∂√“ß ‡∑’Ë¬«ß“π©≈Õß
‡™àπ ß“π‡ªî¥ –æ“πæ√–æÿ∑∏¬Õ¥øÑ“ ·≈–«—¥«“

Õ“√“¡μà“ßÊ  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß°≈à“«‰«â
„πÀπ—ß ◊Õ ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê - ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé «à“

ç...∑’Ë«—¥ √–‡°»π—Èπ‰¥â‰ª‡«≈“¡’ß“π¿Ÿ‡¢“∑Õß‡æ◊ËÕ¥Ÿ≈–§√
≈‘ß·≈–´◊ÈÕ¥Õ°‰¡â‰ø ·¡à‰¡à‰¥âæ“‰ªøíß‡∑»πå‡æ√“– ù‡¥Á°Êû (μ“¡∑’Ë‡√“‡√’¬°
μ—«‡Õß°—π) §ßπ—Ëßπ‘ËßÊ Õ¬Ÿà‰¡à‰À« ·≈–§ß‰¡à‡¢â“„®Õ–‰√‡≈¬ ·¡à®–Õ∏‘∫“¬
æÿ∑∏ª√–«—μ‘„π∂âÕ¬§”ßà“¬Ê ∑’Ë‡√“ “¡“√∂®–‡¢â“„®‰¥â ·≈–°àÕππÕπ®–„Àâ
 «¥¡πμå —ÈπÊ „π¿“…“∏√√¡¥“Ê «à“ ç¢Õ„Àâæ√–æÿ∑∏‡®â“∫—π¥“≈„®„Àâ (™◊ËÕ
¢Õß‡√“‡Õß) ‡ªìπ‡¥Á°¥’¡’„®‡¡μμ“°√ÿ≥“é ¿“¬À≈—ßÕ“®¡’μàÕ‡μ‘¡Õ–‰√Õ◊ËπÕ’°
·≈â«·μà·μà≈–§πé

 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑√ß √â“ß§«“¡¡—Ëπ§ß„πæ√–Àƒ∑—¬
æ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“¥â«¬§«“¡√—° ¥â«¬°“√„Àâ§«“¡Õ∫Õÿàπ·≈–æ√–√“™∑“π‡©æ“–
 ‘Ëß∑’Ë¥’ ∑√ß‡ªìπ∑—Èßæ√–™π°·≈–æ√–™ππ’ ‡¡◊ËÕ§√∫√Õ∫«—πª√– Ÿμ‘¢Õßæ√–‚Õ√ 
∏‘¥“·μà≈–æ√–Õß§å  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑√ß®—¥ß“π«—πª√– Ÿμ‘„Àâ ‰¥â·°à
°“√∑√ßæ√–°ÿ»≈∑√ß∫“μ√æ√– ß¶å®”π«πμ“¡æ√–™—π…“ ª≈àÕ¬π° ª≈àÕ¬ª≈“
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The royal children also enjoyed playing with water, digging
miniature irrigational canals, planting trees, experimenting with fire and dancing
around a bonfire. Other play activities included rowing, kite flying, clay sculpture,
carpentry, carrying water and keeping pets. The children played together happily and
this happiness has been captured in many of the photographs of the smiling, bright-
eyed royal children. Her Royal Highness writes in her book, çMother Told Meé,

çMother said that when we were young we loved to play with
water and fire so she provided both for us. She had a small pool dug and let us build
a bonfire. She held a childrenûs party once a week and invited both Thai and foreign
children to the house. She also had Mrs. Suttan, who was an expert on playtime
activities, keep an eye on the children...We led a happy, comfortable but well-disciplined
life; not that of the restricted discipline of the old days but a conscientious one of
modern times....é

The Princess Mother allowed the royal children to go on
excursions outside the palace and sometimes took them on outings herself. They rode
on trains and trams, visited the Dusit Zoo, temples and took part in different
festivities, such as the inauguration of the Memorial Bridge celebration. In her book
çFrom Little Princes to Young Kingsé, she writes,

çWe were permitted to go to Saket Temple during the Golden
Mountain temple fair where we watched monkey shows and lit firecrackers. Mother
did not take us to listen to the sermons because the çChildrené (as we called
ourselves then) could not sit still for long and did not understand what was being
preached. Mother explained the life history of the Lord Buddha to us in simple words
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æ√–√“™∑“π¢Õß¢«—≠ ·≈–∑√ß∂à“¬√Ÿª‡°Á∫‰«â‡ªìπ∑’Ë√–≈÷°¥â«¬  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å ‰¥â∑√ßÕ∏‘∫“¬≈—°…≥–°“√‡≈’È¬ß¥ŸÕ∫√¡
æ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’«à“

ç...·¡à‰¡à‡§¬™¡‡√“«à“©≈“¥À√◊Õß“¡ ®–™¡‡¡◊ËÕª√–æƒμ‘
μπ¥’ ∑”Õ–‰√∑’Ëπà“ √√‡ √‘≠ ‡√“®÷ß‰¡à‡À≈‘ß Õ“®¢“¥§«“¡¡—Ëπ„®„πμ—«‡Õß∫â“ß
·μà°Á∑√“∫Õ¬Ÿà‡ ¡Õ«à“‡√“‡ªìπ„§√ ¥â«¬°“√æŸ¥°—π„Àâ‡¢â“„®π’È∑”„Àâ‡√“‡ªìπºŸâ∑’Ë
π—∫∂◊Õ§«“¡®√‘ß ¡’ —®®–‰¡àÀ≈Õ°„§√·≈–‰¡àÀ≈Õ°μ—«‡Õß...é

¥â«¬°“√Õ∫√¡¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’·≈–·∫∫Õ¬à“ß
Õ—π¥’¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®œ æ√–æ—π«—  “Õ—¬¬‘°“‡®â“‰¥â àßº≈„Àâ ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡ªìπ¢—μμ‘¬°—≈¬“≥’·Ààß√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈ ÷́Ë ß¡’
æ√–®√‘¬«—μ√Õ—πß¥ß“¡ ‡ªìπ∑’Ë™◊Ëπ™¡¬‘π¥’·°àºŸâæ∫‡ÀÁπ ∑√ß¡’πÈ”æ√–Àƒ∑—¬‚Õ∫ÕâÕ¡
Õ“√’ ¬÷¥¡—Ëπ„πÀ≈—°∏√√¡§” Õπ¢Õßæ√– —¡¡“ —¡æÿ∑∏‡®â“ ∑√ß‡æ’¬∫æ√âÕ¡
¥â«¬§ÿ≥ ¡∫—μ‘¢Õß°ÿ≈ μ√’‰∑¬∑ÿ°ª√–°“√
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that we could understand. We were also taught to recite short prayers in ordinary Thai
language with such words as ùMay the Lord Buddha induce (our name) to be kind
and compassionateû, certain words of our choice could then be added to this prayer.é

The Princess Mother instilled a sense of security into her sons
and daughter through her love and attentiveness to their well-being, assuming the role
of both father and mother. On the birthday of each child the Princess Mother would
arrange for merit-making activities in which the birthday prince or princess offered
alms to the monks totalling the same number as their age and released birds and
fishes as well. The prince or princess would receive birthday presents and had his or
her picture taken as a keepsake of that day. Her Royal Highness gives the following
explanation of the Princess Motherûs childrearing techniques:

çMother never praised us for our cleverness or good looks. She
only commended us when we had performed some good or honourable deeds. We might
have been self-conscious at times but were never overly confident because we were
constantly reminded of who we were through her wise words and explanations. This
method turned us into honest people who value only the truth; we will never deceive
ourselves or anybody.é

With the stable and righteous upbringing provided by the Prin-
cess Mother and the exemplary conduct of Her Majesty Queen Sri Savarindira the
Queen Grandmother, Her Royal Highness matured into a beautiful princess whose
charming manners endear her to all who have been fortunate to come into contact with
her. Caring, compassionate and blessed with all the proper characteristics of a Thai
lady of noble birth, Her Royal Highness is a devout Buddhist who has strictly
observed the Lord Buddhaûs teachings all her life.
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G a l y a n i  V a d h a n a :  A  W o m a n  o f

P e r f e c t  B e a u t y

HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas
Rajanagarindra is a gentle and caring royal with a strong sense of leadership,
determination, scruples and open-mindedness who keeps herself abreast of new
developments in the world. Her Royal Highness is a devout Buddhist of great
fortitude and patience. Her inquiring mind propels her into constant learning
and research on various issues that she shares and discusses with other people.

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß
‡ªìπ°ÿ≈ μ√’‰∑¬∑’Ë¡’æ√–®√‘¬«—μ√¡ÿàß¡—Ëπ ¡’æ√–§ÿ≥≈—°…≥–¢Õß°“√‡ªìπºŸâπ” · ¥ß
∂÷ß§«“¡¡—Ëπ§ß‡¥Á¥‡¥’Ë¬« ¡’æ√–Àƒ∑—¬‡ªî¥°«â“ß¬Õ¡√—∫ ‘Ëß„À¡àÊ ‡æ◊ËÕ§«“¡‡®√‘≠
°â“«Àπâ“ ·¡â°√–π—Èπ°Á¬—ß∑√ß‡ªìπ°ÿ≈ μ√’∑’ËÕàÕπ‚¬π ¡’æ√–°√ÿ≥“∏‘§ÿ≥·°à∫ÿ§§≈
√Õ∫¢â“ß‚¥¬‰¡à∑√ß‡≈◊Õ°∑’Ë√—°¡—°∑’Ë™—ß √«¡∂÷ß —μ«å∑—ÈßÀ≈“¬∑’Ë∑√ß‡≈’È¬ß πÕ°®“°π’È
¬—ß∑√ß≈–‡Õ’¬¥∂’Ë∂â«π ∑√ß¬÷¥¡—Ëπ„πæ√–æÿ∑∏»“ π“ ∑√ß∂÷ßæ√âÕ¡¥â«¬
æ√–¢—πμ‘∏√√¡ ∑√ß„ΩÉ√Ÿâ „π‡√◊ËÕßμà“ßÊ √Õ∫æ√–Õß§å ·≈–∑√ß‡º◊ËÕ·ºà§«“¡√Ÿâ
‡À≈à“π—Èπ‰ª¬—ß∫ÿ§§≈Õ◊Ëπ¥â«¬
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æ√–©“¬“≈—°…≥å¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å∑’Ëª√“°Ø‡º¬·æ√à¡“‚¥¬≈”¥—∫π—Èπ ‡ªìπ∑’Ëª√–®—°…å«à“ æ√–§ÿ≥≈—°…≥–
ª√–°“√Àπ÷Ëß§◊Õ æ√–Õ‘√‘¬“∫∂Õ—πß¥ß“¡ ¡°—∫∑’Ë∑√ß‡ªìπ¢—μμ‘¬π“√’·Ààßæ√–∫√¡
√“™®—°√’«ß»å ‡ªìπ¿“æª√–∑—∫μ“ª√–∑—∫„®¢Õßæ °π‘°√μ≈Õ¥¡“

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡ªìπ
°ÿ≈ μ√’‰∑¬∑’Ë∑—π ¡—¬ °â“«Àπâ“ ‡™àπ ‚ª√¥°’Ã“∑√ß¡â“º“¥‚ºπ ́ ÷Ëß°ÿ≈ μ√’‰∑¬
√à«¡¬ÿ§ ¡—¬πâÕ¬§ππ—°∑’Ë®– “¡“√∂∫—ß§—∫¡â“‰¥âÕ¬à“ß§≈àÕß·§≈à«¥ÿ®¥—ß™“¬™“μ√’
πÕ°®“°π’È¬—ß∑√ß πæ√–Àƒ∑—¬„π°“√¢—∫‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π ∑√ß ¡—§√‡¢â“‡ªìπ ¡“™‘°
°“√∫‘πæ≈‡√◊Õπ ª√–‡¿∑Ωñ°∫‘π √ÿàπ∑’Ë ˘ æ.». Úı ∑√ß ”‡√Á®μ“¡À≈—° Ÿμ√
¢Õß ‚¡ √°“√∫‘πæ≈‡√◊Õπ °Õß∑—æÕ“°“» ‚¥¬∑√ß‡√‘Ë¡Ωñ°∫‘πμ—Èß·μà«—π∑’Ë ı
 ‘ßÀ“§¡ æ.». Úı ‡«≈“ ÒÙ. π. ∑√ß∫‘π‡¥’Ë¬«‰¥â‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë ÒÒ °—π¬“¬π
æ.». Úı ‡«≈“ Ù.Òı π. ∑√ß„™â‡«≈“„π°“√Ωñ°∫‘π‡æ’¬ß Û˜ «—π ª√–°Õ∫¥â«¬
‡«≈“°àÕπ∑√ß∑”°“√∫‘π‡¥’Ë¬« Ú ™—Ë«‚¡ß Ù˘ π“∑’ ∑√ßΩñ°∫‘π¢÷Èπ Ÿß®”π«π
Ò˘ı ‡∑’Ë¬« ∑—Èßπ’È‰¥â∑√ßæ√–Õÿμ “À–Ωñ°∫‘π¢÷Èπ≈ß„π«—πÀπ÷Ëß‰¡àμË”°«à“ ÒÚ ‡∑’Ë¬«
´÷Ëßμ“¡ª°μ‘ºŸâΩñ°∫‘π∑—Ë«‰ª®–∫‘π‰¥âª√–¡“≥«—π≈– Ù ‡∑’Ë¬«

π“«“Õ“°“»μ√’  ÿ√‡™…∞å «’√–æ—π∏å À—«Àπâ“ΩÉ“¬°“√∫‘π
 ‚¡ √°“√∫‘πæ≈‡√◊Õπ °√¡°“√∫‘πæ≈‡√◊Õπ °Õß∑—æÕ“°“» ÷́Ëß∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë
§√ŸΩñ°∫‘π∂«“¬ ‰¥â°≈à“«∂÷ßæ√–®√‘¬«—μ√„π§√—Èßπ—Èπ‰«â«à“
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From the collection of the Her Royal Highnessû photo-
graphs that have been made available to the public, it appears to everyone that
one of her distinguishing characteristics that has made an enduring impression
on the Thai people is her charming manner as an ideally benevolent royal, a
perfect representative of the Royal House of Chakri.

Her Royal Highness is also a modern princess who has
participated in many activities that are quite exceptional for a Thai woman of
her generation. For example, she is a skilled horsewoman who could ride as
well as her male counterparts and who loved to engage in daring horse rides.
Her Royal Highness is also a keen pilot who enrolled as a student in the 9th

class of student pilots at the Civil Aviation Training Centre of the Royal Thai
Air Force in 1957. Her Royal Highness began her training on August 5th,
1957 and was able to make a solo flight on September 11th, 1957, after only
37 days, totalling 20 hours 49 minutes, of training. At the initial stage of
training, Her Royal Highness was a dedicated student who clocked take-off
practices numbering 195 flights, practising no less than 12 take-offs in a
single day while normal students would only have 4 practice flights at the most
on each day of training.

Squadron Leader Surachet Veeraphan, Head of pilot train-
ing at the Thai Flying Club at the Civil Aviation Training Centre of the Royal
Thai Air Force, who was her flight trainer at the time, speaks of her manner
as follows:
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ç...μ≈Õ¥√–¬–‡«≈“√–À«à“ß√—∫°“√Ωñ°∫‘π æ√–Õß§å∑à“π
∑√ß¡’æ√–ª√’™“ “¡“√∂·≈–‰À«æ√‘∫¥’®√‘ßÊ ∑—Èß„π¥â“π°“√∫‘π·≈–°“√»÷°…“
«‘™“¿“§æ◊Èπ ‡√◊ËÕßπ’È∫√√¥“§√ŸºŸâ∂«“¬°“√ Õπ«‘™“¿“§æ◊Èπ∑ÿ°§π®–¬Õ¡√—∫ ·≈–
 π—∫ πÿπ§”æŸ¥¢Õß¢â“æ‡®â“‰¥â‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¥’ ‡¡◊ËÕ∑√ß ß —¬®–√—∫ —Ëß∂“¡∑—π∑’ ·≈–
¡’‡Àμÿº≈ ‡¡◊ËÕ∂«“¬°“√ Õπ ‘Ëß„¥‰ª æ√–Õß§å∑à“π∑√ß®¥®”‰¥âÕ¬à“ß·¡àπ¬”
·≈–∂Ÿ°μâÕß‡æ’¬ß§√—Èß‡¥’¬«‡∑à“π—Èπ‰¡àμâÕß´È”‡ªìπ§√—Èß∑’Ë Õß...§”∑’Ë¢â“æ‡®â“
‰¥â°≈à“«„πμÕππ’È ¢â“æ‡®â“‰¥â°≈à“«ÕÕ°¡“Õ¬à“ß®√‘ß„® ‡æ√“–À≈“¬§π
μâÕß°“√∑√“∫∂÷ß§«“¡√Ÿâ ÷°Õ—π·∑â®√‘ß¢Õß¢â“æ‡®â“∑’Ë‰¥â√—∫Àπâ“∑’Ë ·≈–¡‘‰¥â
‡ªìπ°“√¬°¬Õæ√–Õß§å∑à“π‡æ◊ËÕ°“√ª√–®∫ æ√–Õß§å∑à“π∫‘π¥’®√‘ßÊ ‰¡à‡§¬
∑”‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π‡ ’¬À“¬‡≈¬ ·¡â·μà°“√∑”«ß∑’Ëæ◊Èπé

∂÷ß·¡â«à“ ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
®–∑√ß¡’æ√–Õÿªπ‘ —¬∑’Ë‡¢â¡·¢Áß‡¥Á¥‡¥’Ë¬« ·μà¿“¬„μâ§«“¡‡¢â¡·¢Áßπ—Èπ·Ωß‰«â
¥â«¬§«“¡ÕàÕπ‚¬π ≈–‡Õ’¬¥∂’Ë∂â«π ∑√ß¡’æ√–Àƒ∑—¬‡Õ◊ÈÕ‡øóôÕ ·≈–¡’§ÿ≥ ¡∫—μ‘
¢Õß°ÿ≈ μ√’‰∑¬Õ¬à“ß‡æ’¬∫æ√âÕ¡ ¥—ß®–‡ÀÁπ‰¥â®“°∫—π∑÷°§«“¡∑√ß®”¢Õß
π“¬¥”√ß ‡∑’¬¡»‘√‘ π—°∫‘π ‚¡ √°“√∫‘πæ≈‡√◊Õπ ´÷Ëß√—∫°“√Ωñ°√ÿàπ‡¥’¬«°—π
§◊Õ √ÿàπ∑’Ë ˘ æ.». Úı ‰¥â∫—π∑÷°‡°’Ë¬«°—∫æ√–®√‘¬«—μ√¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å‰«â„π√ÿàπ ˘ √”≈÷° «à“

ç...πÈ”æ√–∑—¬Õ—πß¥ß“¡∫√√‡®‘¥¢ÕßÕß§å ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“
æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ÷́Ëß‰¥âª√“°Ø·≈â« ·≈–¢â“æ‡®â“Õ¥‡«âπ∑’Ë®–π”
¡“ ¥ÿ¥’„π∑’Ëπ’È‡ ’¬¡‘‰¥â ·¡â«à“æ√–Õß§å®–∑√ß∂◊Õ°”‡π‘¥®“°√“™μ√–°Ÿ≈Õ—π
∑√ß‡°’¬√μ‘ Ÿß ÿ¥¬Õ¥·Ààßª√–‡∑»°Áμ“¡ ·μà¡‘‰¥â∑√ß∂◊Õ»—°¥‘Ï∂◊Õæ√–Õß§å‡≈¬
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çThroughout the pilot training period Her Royal Highness
was highly competent and intelligent in her flight and ground training. All of
the teachers who provided Her Royal Highness with ground training can verify
my words. She would immediately enquire about topics that she did not under-
stand. She was very sharp and could accurately remember the information after
hearing it only once without the teachers having to repeat it for a second
time...These are my sincere words of my impression of Her Royal Highness.
Many people have enquired about my point of view having served her in
training. I would say with sincerity that she was a really good student and a
good pilot; she never caused any damage to the plane, not even a smudge on the
aircraft floor.é

Although HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang
Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra has always been a model of strength and determi-
nation, underneath this facade are other dimensions of her persona; those of a
gentle, caring and conscientious woman with all the expected feminine qualities
and skills of a fine Thai lady. In the memoir of Mr. Damrong Thiamsiri, a
pilot at the Thai Flying Club who underwent pilot training in the same class as
Her Royal Highness, which was published in the book çClass of Nine: A
Reminiscenceé, he writes:
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æ√–®√‘¬«—μ√¢Õßæ√–Õß§å∑’Ë∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘Õ¬Ÿà‡ªìπª°μ‘π—Èπ§«√·°à°“√∂«“¬
§«“¡®ß√—°·≈–‡§“√æ∫Ÿ™“æ√–Õß§åÕ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß °√ÿ≥“ ª√“π’...·≈–‡Õ◊ÈÕ‡øóôÕ
ÕàÕπ‚¬π ·≈–¡—Ëπ§ß‡¥Á¥‡¥’Ë¬« ∑—Èß‡ªìπª√–™“∏‘ª‰μ¬ §ÿ≥≈—°…≥–∑—ÈßÀ≈“¬π’È
‡ªïò¬¡Õ¬Ÿà„ππÈ”æ√–∑—¬¢Õßæ√–Õß§å∑à“π Õ—π„§√Ê ®–æ÷ß‡ÀÁπ‰¥â√Ÿâ‰¥â‡ ¡Õ‡¡◊ËÕ
‰¥âÕ¬Ÿà„°≈â μ≈Õ¥‡«≈“∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà°≈“ß π“¡Ωñ°À√◊ÕÀâÕß‡√’¬π°Áμ“¡ ®–∑√ß√—∫ —Ëß
ª√“»√—¬ ·≈–·¬â¡ √«≈Õ¬Ÿà°—∫∫√√¥“§√Ÿ∑ÿ°§π μ≈Õ¥®π»‘…¬å°“√∫‘π√à«¡√ÿàπ
∑—ÈßÀ≈“¬¥â«¬§«“¡ π‘∑ π¡ ¬‘Ëß‰ª°«à“π—Èπ ·∑∫∑ÿ°«—πÕ“∑‘μ¬åÕ—π‡ªìπ∑’Ë√Ÿâ¥’
«à“‡ªìπ«—π∑’ËμâÕß∫‘π°—ππ“π¡“°°«à“ª°μ‘ μ—Èß·μà‡™â“‰ª‡≈‘°‡Õ“°Á„°≈â‡∑’Ë¬ß
‡¢â“‰ª∑’‡¥’¬« æ√–Õß§å°Á∑√ß®—¥À“Õ“À“√μ≈Õ¥®π â¡ Ÿ°≈Ÿ°‰¡âμà“ßÊ ¡“°¡“¬
¡“æ√–√“™∑“π·°à∑ÿ°§π„π«—ππ—Èπ ∑—Èß§√Ÿ ∑—Èß»‘…¬å √«¡∑—Èß ¡“™‘°„π
§√Õ∫§√—«∑’Ë∫“ß∑’°Áμ‘¥μ“¡¡“¥â«¬ μ≈Õ¥®π™à“ß‡§√◊ËÕß ·≈–‡®â“Àπâ“∑’Ë∑—ÈßÀ≈“¬
°Áæ“°—πÕ‘Ë¡Àπ” ”√“≠‰ªæ√âÕ¡Ê °—π °“√Ωñ°∫‘π„π«—ππ—Èπ ·¡âæ√–Õß§å°Á∑√ß‡ «¬
„π‚Õ°“ π—Èπ¥â«¬‡™àπ°—π ¥—ßπ’È‡ªìπª°μ‘‡ ¡Õ¡“ ¢â“æ‡®â“‰¡àÕ“®°≈à“«ÕÕ°¡“
‡ªìπ∂âÕ¬§”Õ—π®–· ¥ß„Àâª√–®—°…å™—¥∂÷ßæ√–®√‘¬«—μ√·≈–πÈ”æ√–∑—¬Õ—πª√–‡ √‘∞
¢Õßæ√–Õß§å‡æ’¬ß¥â«¬°“√‡¢’¬ππ’È„Àâ‡∑à“‡∑’¬¡·¡â·μà à«ππâÕ¬¢Õß§«“¡®√‘ß
‰¥â‡≈¬...é

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡ªìπ
°ÿ≈ μ√’‰∑¬∑’Ë‡æ’¬∫æ√âÕ¡¥â«¬æ√– ‘√‘‚©¡·≈–æ√–®√‘¬«—μ√Õ—πß¥ß“¡  ¡¥—ßæ√–π“¡
°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ·≈–¬—ß∑√ß‡ªïò¬¡¥â«¬§«“¡°μ—≠êŸμàÕæ√–∫√¡√“™∫ÿæ°“√’
¥—ßæ√–®√‘¬«—μ√∑’Ë®–‰¥â°≈à“«∂÷ßμàÕ‰ª
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ç...her kind-heartedness became apparent to all of us. I
would like to take this opportunity of paying her a sincere tribute. Coming from
one of the most illustrious royal families of Thailand, Her Royal Highness is
a humble royal who conducts herself with kindness, compassion, gentleness,
determination and in a democratic manner. We all witnessed these unsurpassed
qualities in Her Royal Highness during classroom lectures and ground training.
Her Royal Highness was always kind and cordial with students and teachers
alike, talking and laughing with all of us in her casual and unassuming way.
On nearly every Sunday, which was the day that we would be trained harder
than normal, generally from early morning till noon, Her Royal Highness would
bring all kinds of food and fruit in large quantities for everybody to enjoy, from
teachers, students, members of their families who accompanied them to the
training centre to the mechanics and other personnel. Her Royal Highness also
joined in the meal on those occasions. This was her normal routine throughout
the course. Words can never be adequate for me to express the full force of my
gratitude and recognition of her exemplary conduct and kind-heartedness....é

HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas
Rajanagarindra has proved herself to be worthy of the name Galyani Vadhana,
a veritable woman of substance and perfect beauty, through her commendable
and consistent conduct.









A Portrait of
Filial Piety

∫ √ ¡ √ “ ™ ∫ÿ æ ° “ √’
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 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
∑√ß‡ªìπæ√–∏‘¥“æ√–Õß§å·√°·≈–æ√–Õß§å‡¥’¬«¢Õß
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π° æ√–©“¬“≈—°…≥å∑’Ë∑√ß©“¬‰«â
π—∫·μà·√°ª√– Ÿμ‘®π‡®√‘≠æ√–™—π…“∑ÿ°™à«ß«—¬ §◊Õ
¿“æ·Ààß§«“¡√—°„§√à™◊Ë¡™¡„πæ√–∏‘¥“Õß§å·√°Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß

™à«ß‡«≈“ ˆ ªï·√°∑’Ë∑√ß‡¬“«åæ√–™—π…“
·≈–ª√–∑—∫æ√âÕ¡ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°·≈– ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’π—Èπ  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°¬—ß¡’

æ√–¿“√°‘® ∑—Èß∑“ß¥â“π°“√»÷°…“·≈–°“√∑√ßß“πÕ—πÀπ—° ¥—ß∑’Ë ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ßøóôπ§«“¡ª√–∑—∫æ√–Àƒ∑—¬∑’Ë ‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ
æ√–√“™∑“π —¡¿“…≥å·°àπ‘μ¬ “√ æ≈Õ¬·°¡‡æ™√ ªï∑’Ë Ù ©∫—∫∑’Ë ˜˘
«—π∑’Ë Òı æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.». ÚıÛ¯ «à“ ç...∑à“π∑√ßß“π¡“°‡À≈◊Õ‡°‘π ∑√ßß“π
Õ¬à“ß‡À≈◊Õ‡°‘πμ≈Õ¥‡«≈“ ∑√ß‰¡à¡’‡«≈“‡≈¬ ‡≈’È¬ß‡¥Á°π’Ë‡ªìπ‡√◊ËÕß¢Õß·¡à ‡«≈“
‡¥‘π∑“ß∑’®–®—¥¢Õß ¥Ÿ‡√◊ËÕß°“√‡¥‘π∑“ß ∑ÿ°Õ¬à“ß·¡àÀ¡¥...é πÕ°®“°π’È  ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°¬—ß¡’æ√– ÿ¢¿“æÕπ“¡—¬∑’Ë ‰¡à Ÿâ ¡∫Ÿ√≥åπ—°

¿“æ∑’Ë¬—ß§ß·®à¡™—¥„πæ√–Àƒ∑—¬¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å‡¡◊ËÕ∑√ß√”≈÷°∂÷ß ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π° §◊Õ
ç...ß“π„π∫â“π∑à“π°Á™à«¬ §◊Õ∂÷ß‡«≈“®”‡ªìπ ∑à“π°Á°«“¥∫â“π‡ªìπ ∑”Õ–‰√‡ªìπ
∑à“π∑”∑ÿ°Õ¬à“ß ™ÿπ∂ÿßæ√–∫“∑¬—ß‡ªìπ...·¡à‡§¬‡≈à“«à“ ‡§¬‰ªÕ¬Ÿà∑’Ë‰Àπ‰¡à√Ÿâ
π—ËßÕ¬Ÿà¥â«¬°—π ‰¡à¡’∑’«’¥Ÿ °Áπ—Ëßøíß·ºàπ‡ ’¬ß μà“ß§πμà“ß™ÿπ∂ÿßμ’π¢Õßμ—« ‡æ√“–
 ¡—¬π—ÈπμâÕß™ÿπ∂ÿßμ’π ‡æ√“–‰¡à„™à‰π≈àÕπ∑’ËæÕ¢“¥·≈â«∑‘Èß ‡¢“‰¡à∑‘Èß°—π μà“ß§π
μà“ß™ÿπ ‰¡à„™à·¡à™ÿπ∂«“¬∑Ÿ≈À¡àÕ¡œ ∑à“π¡’§«“¡ “¡“√∂„πÀ≈“¬Ê ¥â“π...é
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The love and adoration showered by HRH Prince Mahitala
Dhibesra Adulyadej Vikrom the Prince Father on his first and only daughter, HRH
Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra is most apparent
from the large collection of photographs that the Prince had taken of his daughter from
her birth throughout her early years.

Her Royal Highness spent the first six years of her life with both
her parents. However, the Prince Father was mostly occupied with his study and other
royal obligations at that time. She relates the early memory of her hard-working father
during this period in an interview granted to çPloy Kam Petché: çFather devoted
most of his time to his work; he hardly had any time for other matters. Mother looked
after the children and was in charge of the family affairs. If we were to embark on a
journey, it was she who had to take care of everything from packing to making travel
plans.é There were some concerns about Prince Mahidol of Songkhla the Prince Fatherûs
health at the time.

The most distinct memory that Her Royal Highness has of her
father is that çHe also helped with housework. If necessary, he could clean the house and
carry out other chores; he could even darn his own socks...Mother used to talk about the
one time that both my parents were darning socks together; she could not remember the
exact place that this incident occurred but recalled that in the absence of a television set
in the room they put on a record and sat quietly together, each darning their own socks.
People would darn socks at that time because there was none of todayûs nylon socks or
stockings that you could discard after they run. If the socks were torn, people had to
mend it. Father was able to perform many household chores....é
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 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å¬—ß∑√ß®¥®”‰¥â«à“ ç∑Ÿ≈À¡àÕ¡æàÕé
¬—ß∑√ß™à«¬¥Ÿ·≈æ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“¥â«¬‡™àπ°—π ¥—ß∑’Ë
∑√ßæ√–π‘æπ∏å„π ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê - ¬ÿ«

°…—μ√‘¬åé «à“ ‡¡◊ËÕ§√—Èß∑’Ë§√Õ∫§√—«√“™ °ÿ≈
¡À‘¥≈‡ ¥Á®π‘«—μª√–‡∑»‰∑¬§√—Èß·√°¢≥–
‡¥‘π∑“ß®“° ‘ß§‚ª√å¡“¬—ßæ√–π§√ æ√–æ’Ë‡≈’È¬ß

™“«‰∑¬·≈–™“«·§π“¥“‡¡“§≈◊ËπÕ¬à“ßÀπ—° ≈ÿ°¢÷Èπ®“°‡μ’¬ß‰¡à‰À«  ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°∑√ß√—∫¿“√–¥Ÿ·≈æ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“¥â«¬æ√–Õß§å‡Õß ç...∑Ÿ≈À¡àÕ¡
‰¡à∑√ß‡ªìπ∫ÿ√ÿ…ª√–‡¿∑∑’Ë‡ÀÁπ«à“‡ªìπ°“√‡ ’¬»—°¥‘Ï»√’¢ÕßºŸâ™“¬ ∂â“‰ª‡≈’È¬ß≈Ÿ°
®÷ß¡“∑√ß™à«¬·¡à∂÷ß¢π“¥∑√ßÕ“∫πÈ”·μàßμ—«„Àâ≈Ÿ°Ê ·≈–∑√ß§ÿ¡°“√√—∫ª√–∑“π
Õ“À“√¥â«¬æ√–Õß§å‡Õß...é

„π™à«ß ÿ¥∑â“¬·Ààßæ√–™π¡™’æ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°
¬—ß∑√ßæ√–Õÿμ “À–‡ ¥Á®‰ª∑√ßß“π∑’Ë‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈·¡§§Õ√å¡‘° ®—ßÀ«—¥‡™’¬ß„À¡à
·¡â®–∑√ßæ√–ª√–™«√  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß
‡≈à“∂÷ß‡Àμÿ°“√≥å„π§√—Èßπ—Èπ‰«â„πÀπ—ß ◊Õ ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê - ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé «à“

ç∑Ÿ≈À¡àÕ¡œ ‡ ¥Á®‰ª‡™’¬ß„À¡à«—π∑’Ë ÚÙ ‡¡…“¬π ÚÙ˜Ú
∑√ß∑ÿà¡‡∑„Àâ°—∫°“√·æ∑¬å ‚¥¬‰¡à∑√ß§”π÷ß∂÷ßæ√–«√°“¬∑’ËÕàÕπ·Õ ª√–∑—∫
Õ¬Ÿà∑’Ë‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈·¡§§Õ√å¡‘§‡æ’¬ß ÚÙ «—π ·μà∑ÿ°§π°Á®” çÀ¡Õ‡®â“øÑ“é
°—π‰¥âÕ¬à“ß¥’ „π ç·¡à‡≈à“„Àâøíßé ‡§¬‡≈à“‰«â«à“ ∑Ÿ≈À¡àÕ¡œ μâÕß‡ ¥Á®°≈—∫
°√ÿß‡∑æœ ‡æ√“–ª√–™«√ μ“¡∑’Ë‰¥â Õ∫∂“¡¡“„À¡à ‡¢â“„®«à“¬—ß‰¡à‰¥âª√–™«√
‡¡◊ËÕ‡ ¥Á®¡“∂÷ß°√ÿß‡∑æœ  ‘Ëß∑’Ë·πàπÕπ°Á§◊Õ‡ ¥Á®°≈—∫¡“™—Ë«§√“«‡æ√“–∑√ß
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In the book çFrom Little Princes to Young

Kingsé, Her Royal Highness writes about her fatherûs childrearing contribu-
tion that on the Mahidol familyûs first return trip to Thailand, both the Thai
and Canadian nannies had a serious case of seasickness on the way from
Singapore to Bangkok and had to remain in bed, the Prince Father had to help
with the care of the royal children. çFather was not the type of men who would
think that getting involved in childrearing would hurt his masculine pride. He
helped Mother to bathe, get us dressed, and even supervised us during mealtimes.é

Despite his chronic and lingering health problems the Prince
Father took up the physician position at McCormick Hospital in Chiang Mai.
Her Royal Highness writes about the incidents toward the end of his life in the
same book,

çThe Prince Father went to Chiang Mai on April 24th,
1929 and devoted all his time and energy in providing medical care for the
people without thinking about his frail health. Although Father stayed at
McCormick Hospital for only 24 days, everyone remembered their ùChao Fa
Doctorû very well. I recalled mentioning in the book ùMother Told Meû that
Father was taken ill and had to return to Bangkok. But after more inquiries on
this issue it became clear that he was not ill when he arrived in Bangkok. His
return to Bangkok was meant to be a temporary one because he left all his
personal effects in Chiang Mai. Father had already found a house for his
family and planned to have us moved to Chiang Mai with him. The real
purpose of his return to Bangkok was more likely to attend the royal cremation
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∑‘Èß —¡¿“√– à«πæ√–Õß§å‰«â∑’Ë‡™’¬ß„À¡à·≈–‰¥â∑√ßÀ“∫â“π‡æ◊ËÕ®–∑√ßπ”§√Õ∫§√—«
μ“¡‡ ¥Á®‰ªÕ¬Ÿà‡™’¬ß„À¡à¥â«¬°—π∑—ÈßÀ¡¥ °“√∑’Ë‡ ¥Á®°≈—∫°√ÿß‡∑æœ «—π∑’Ë
Ò¯ æƒ…¿“§¡ ÚÙ˜Ú π—Èπ §‘¥«à“§ß‡ªìπ‡æ◊ËÕ∂«“¬æ√–‡æ≈‘ß ¡‡¥Á®°√¡æ√–¬“
¿“≥ÿæ—π∏ÿ«ß»å«√‡¥™ ·μà‰¡à°’Ë«—π¿“¬À≈—ß∑’Ë‡ ¥Á®°≈—∫·≈â«°Áª√–™«√Õ¬à“ßÀπ—°
·≈–°Á‰¡à‰¥â‡ ¥Á®‰Àπ‰¥âÕ’°μ≈Õ¥ Ù ‡¥◊Õπ∑’Ëª√–™«√Õ¬Ÿà μ“¡‡Õ° “√√“¬ß“π
·æ∑¬å∫“ß§√—Èßæ√–Õ“°“√°Á¥’¢÷Èπ ∑”„Àâ¡’À«—ß∫â“ß ∫“ß§√—Èß°Á∑√ÿ¥≈ßÕ¬à“ßπà“«‘μ°
·¡à¬Õ¡„Àâ¢â“æ‡®â“‰ª‡ΩÑ“∫â“ß ¢â“æ‡®â“¬—ß®”‰¥â«à“‰ª§ÿ¬‡√◊ËÕßÕ–‰√∂«“¬∫“ßÕ¬à“ß
·μà‰¡à„ÀâπâÕß Õß§π‰ª‡ΩÑ“...é

∂÷ß·¡â«à“ ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
®–¡’æ√–™—π…“‡æ’¬ß ˆ ªï °Á¬—ß∑√ß®”‡Àμÿ°“√≥å „π™à«ßπ—Èπ‰¥â‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¥’
¥—ß∑’Ë‰¥âæ√–√“™∑“π —¡¿“…≥å„ππ‘μ¬ “√ æ≈Õ¬·°¡‡æ™√ ‰«â«à“ ç...‡¡◊ËÕ
‡¢â“‡ΩÑ“ ©—π®–‡≈à“Õ–‰√Ê ∑’Ëμ◊Ëπ‡μâπ„Àâ∑à“πøíß ‡™àπ«à“ ¡’®—°√¬“π§—π·√° ‡≈à“«à“
‰¥â√—∫®—°√¬“π¡“ ¢’ËÀ°≈â¡ ‡®Á∫Õ¬à“ßπ—ÈπÕ¬à“ßπ’È...„Àâ∑Ÿ≈À¡àÕ¡œ ∑√ßÀ“¬‡√Á«Ê
®–‰¥â¡“‡≈àπ¥â«¬°—π...é ·≈â««—π·Ààß§«“¡ Ÿ≠‡ ’¬°Á¡“∂÷ß ‡¡◊ËÕ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡
√“™™π°‡ ¥Á® «√√§μ„π«—π∑’Ë ÚÙ °—π¬“¬π æ.». ÚÙ˜Ú  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡≈à“∂÷ß§«“¡∑√ß®”„π§√—Èßπ—Èπ„πæ√–π‘æπ∏å
ç·¡à‡≈à“„Àâøíßé «à“

ç...¢â“æ‡®â“®”«—ππ—Èπ‰¥âÕ¬à“ß™—¥∑’‡¥’¬« À≈—ß®“°¢â“æ‡®â“
°≈—∫®“°‚√ß‡√’¬π√“™‘π’À≈—ß∫à“¬ Ù ‚¡ß ¢â“æ‡®â“‡¥‘πÕ¬Ÿà∫π¢Õ∫À‘π¢Õß∂ππ
Àπâ“μ”Àπ—°‚¥¬°√–∑◊∫√Õß‡∑â“≈ß‰ª·√ßÊ „Àâ‡ ’¬ß¥—ßÊ ‚¥¬æ¬“¬“¡
‰¡à‡À¬’¬∫‡ âπμàÕ ¡’§π¡“∫Õ°„Àâ‡ß’¬∫Ê ·≈–„Àâ¢÷Èπ‰ªÀ“·¡à∑’ËÀâÕß·μàßμ—«¢Õß·¡à
·¡àπ—ËßÕ¬Ÿà∫π¡â“¬“«Àπâ“Àπâ“μà“ß ·¡à¥÷ßμ—«¢â“æ‡®â“‰ª°Õ¥·≈–æŸ¥Õ–‰√∑’Ë¢â“æ‡®â“
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of HRH Prince Bhanubandhuwongse Voradej. However, after a few days in
Bangkok he became seriously ill and did not travel anywhere for the next four
months until his death. His medical records revealed that he was drifting in
and out of his illness, alternating between making such good progress that gave
hope of recovery and serious setbacks. Mother allowed me to visit him some-
times but would not let my two younger brothers in. I remembered talking to
him about some of my daily undertakings.é

Despite being at the tender age of only six years old at the
time, Her Royal Highness still maintains a vivid memory of her visits to her
royal Father. She recounts them in the interview granted to çPloy Kam

Petché magazine, çDuring my visits I would tell him exciting events that
recently took place, such as getting my first bicycle. I told him how I fell off
the bicycle and how much I was hurt, so on and so forth...I asked him to have
a speedy recovery so we could play together again.é The day of a great loss
finally came on September 24th, 1929 when HRH Prince Mahidol of Songkhla
the Prince Father passed away. Her Royal Highness recounts that loss in the
book çMother Told Meé,

 çI had a vivid memory of that day. I came back from
Rajini School after 4 p.m. and was walking on the stone edge of the road in
front of the royal residence, stomping my feet hard to make loud noises and
trying not to step on the gaps between the stones. Someone came to ask me to
stop making noises and took me to see Mother in her dressing room. Mother
was sitting on a long bench near a window. She pulled me into her arms and
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®”‰¡à‰¥â ·≈–√âÕß‰Àâ ¢â“æ‡®â“°Á√âÕß‰Àâ‰ª¥â«¬‡æ√“–§«“¡μ°„®∑’Ë‡ÀÁπ·¡à√âÕß‰Àâ
¡“°°«à“Õ¬à“ßÕ◊Ëπ...é

·≈–∑√ßæ√–π‘æπ∏å„π ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê - ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé

¥â«¬«à“ ç...πâÕß ÕßÕß§å‰¡à∑√“∫‡√◊ËÕß‡≈¬ ‡æ√“–·¡à§ß§‘¥«à“‡≈Á°‡°‘π‰ª∑’Ë®–
Õ∏‘∫“¬„Àâ‡¢â“„®‰¥â ‡√“‰¥â‰«â∑ÿ°¢å„Àâ∑Ÿ≈À¡àÕ¡œ Àπ÷Ëßªï‡μÁ¡...é §«“¡‚»°‡»√â“
æ√–Àƒ∑—¬‡π◊ËÕß®“°°“√ Ÿ≠‡ ’¬ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å„π¢≥–æ√–™—π…“‡æ’¬ß ̂  ªïπ—Èπ ®–¡’¡“°¡“¬
‡æ’¬ß„¥‰¡àÕ“®®–≈à«ß√Ÿâ ‰¥â ·μàæ√–©“¬“≈—°…≥å‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê Û æ√–Õß§å
ª√–∑—∫¬◊π‡√’¬ß°—πμ“¡≈”¥—∫„πæ√–π‘æπ∏å ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê - ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé

„μâ¿“æ¡’¢âÕ§«“¡«à“ ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê ∑’Ë‰¡à¡’∑Ÿ≈°√–À¡àÕ¡æàÕ·≈â«é ‡ªìπ§”
∫√√¬“¬∑’Ë –∑âÕπ§«“¡√Ÿâ ÷°∂÷ß°“√®“°‰ª¢ÕßÀ—«Àπâ“§√Õ∫§√—«√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈«à“
∑ÿ°æ√–Õß§åμâÕß∑√ß‡»√â“æ√–Àƒ∑—¬‡æ’¬ß„¥

„π‡«≈“μàÕ¡“  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
∑√ßμ√–Àπ—°™—¥«à“ ∂÷ß·¡â«à“ ç∑Ÿ≈À¡àÕ¡æàÕé ®–‰¥â∑√ß®“°‰ªπ“π·≈â« ·μà°Á‰¥â
∑√ßΩ“°§«“¡Àà«ßÀ“Õ“∑√∑’Ë∑√ß¡’μàÕæ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“‰«â°—∫ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’
¥—ß∑’Ë∑√ß°≈à“««à“ ç∑’Ë·¡à Õπ‡√“¡“®“°∑Ÿ≈À¡àÕ¡æàÕ æàÕ·°à°«à“·¡à·ª¥ªï
∑√ß —Ëß Õπ·¡à¡“°...∑à“π‰¥âÕ–‰√Ê ®“°∑Ÿ≈À¡àÕ¡æàÕ¡“°¡“¬‡À≈◊Õ‡°‘π ∑’Ë∑à“π
 Õπ∑’ËæŸ¥°—∫‡√“ ©—π‰ªæ∫∑’À≈—ß«à“∂Õ¥¡“‡≈¬‡°◊Õ∫®–‡ªìπ§”‡¥’¬«°—∫
∑Ÿ≈À¡àÕ¡æàÕé
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said something that I could not remember, then, she started to cry. I cried with
her, out of my alarm of seeing her in tears more than anything else.é

HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas
Rajanagarindra also writes in the book çFrom Little Princes to Young

Kingsé, çMy two younger brothers had no inkling of what had happened.
Mother must have decided that they were too young to understand. We observed
the mourning of his death for one whole year.é We shall never be able to
fathom the magnitude of sorrow that the little Princess, who was only six years
old at the time, must have experienced following the death of her beloved
father. However, a photograph that appears in the book of the three young royal
siblings standing in a single file according to their seniority, with a caption of
çThe fatherless little royalsé underneath, speaks volumes about the enormous
loss and bereavement that members of the Mahidol family must have experi-
enced after the demise of its head.

Later on HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang
Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra gradually came to realize that although the Prince
Father had long departed, he had actually left a legacy of tremendous paternal
love and concern for the welfare of his children with the Princess Mother. Her
Royal Highness writes, çThe things that Mother impressed upon us were a
legacy passed on from our Father. He was eight years her senior and had
taught her a lot of things. Mother was very receptive and learned so much from
Father. Most of what she taught us I later found to be almost verbatim
quotations from Father.é
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∂÷ß·¡â√–¬–‡«≈“∑’Ë∑√ß¡’ ‚Õ°“ ª√–∑—∫„°≈â™‘¥ ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°®–‡ªìπ™à«ß∑’Ë ‰¡à¬“«π“ππ—° ·μà°Á∑√ß¡’æ√–Õπÿ √≥å¢Õß
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°∑’Ë∑√ß‡°Á∫√—°…“¥Ÿ·≈‰«â§√∫∂â«π ‡™àπ ‚μä–∑√ßæ√–Õ—°…√
´÷Ëß¡’æ√–√“™≈—≠®°√ª√–®”æ√–Õß§åæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–®ÿ≈®Õ¡‡°≈â“‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«
 ≈—°‰«â∑’Ëæπ—°‡°â“Õ’È ¬—ß§ß‡°Á∫√—°…“‰«â „πÀâÕß∑√ßæ√–Õ—°…√ √«¡∂÷ßæ√–
 “∑‘ ≈—°…≥å ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°„π©≈Õßæ√–Õß§å∑À“√‡√◊Õ‡¬Õ√¡—π
„π°√Õ∫√Ÿª∑’Ëμ—Èß‰«â∫πμŸâÀπ—ß ◊Õ„°≈â°—∫‚μä–∑√ßß“π ·≈–∑’ËΩ“ºπ—ß„°≈â‡§’¬ß°—π
¡’æ√–©“¬“≈—°…≥å¢π“¥„À≠àª√–¥‘…∞“πÕ¬Ÿà¥â«¬‡™àπ°—π

πÕ°®“°π’È  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
¬—ß∑√ß‡©≈‘¡æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘¬» ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°¥â«¬°“√∑√ßæ√–π‘æπ∏å
æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘§ÿ≥·≈–æ√–®√‘¬«—μ√ÕÕ°‡º¬·æ√à ‰¥â·°à æ√–π‘æπ∏å
ç‰ª√…≥’¬∫—μ√‡®â“øÑ“é ∑√ß®—¥æ‘¡æå‡π◊ËÕß„π‚Õ°“ §√∫ Ò ªï ·Ààß
«—πæ√–√“™ ¡¿æ¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π° ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë Ò ¡°√“§¡ æ.».
ÚıÛı „πæ√–π‘æπ∏å‡≈à¡π’ÈºŸâÕà“π®–‰¥â∑√“∫æ√–ª√–«—μ‘·≈–æ√–Õ—∏¬“»—¬
 à«πæ√–Õß§å ́ ÷Ëß∑√ß∂à“¬∑Õ¥æ√–Õ“√¡≥å¢—πºà“π∑“ß‰ª√…≥’¬∫—μ√æ√–√“™∑“π
¡“¬—ß∫ÿ§§≈μà“ßÊ æ√–π‘æπ∏å ç‡®â“øÑ“∑À“√‡√◊Õ æ.». ÚÙıÙ  ∂÷ß

æ.». ÚÙı¯é ∑’Ë®—¥æ‘¡æå¢÷Èπ„π‚Õ°“ ‡¥’¬«°—π  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡ªìπ∫√√≥“∏‘°“√ √«∫√«¡æ√–ª√–«—μ‘ æ√–©“¬“≈—°…≥å
¢≥–∑’Ë∑√ß»÷°…“«‘™“°“√∑À“√‡√◊Õ·≈–∑√ß√—∫√“™°“√∑À“√‡√◊Õ

æ√–π‘æπ∏å∑—Èß Õß‡≈à¡´÷Ëß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ßπ‘æπ∏å‡æ◊ËÕ‡©≈‘¡æ√–‡°’¬√μ‘ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°„Àâ‡ªìπ∑’Ë
ª√–®—°…å„π«ß°«â“ßπ’È §◊Õ °“√· ¥ß°μ—≠êÿμ“μàÕæ√–∫√¡√“™∫ÿæ°“√’ºŸâ¡’æ√–§ÿ≥
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Even though Her Royal Highness had only a short opportu-
nity to live with her father, she had a reminder of his presence in the form of his
personal writing desk and a chair with the royal monogram of King Chulalongkorn
engraved on the head of its back. This desk set now stands in her own study.
Other keepsakes of her father are a painting of the Prince Father in a German
naval officer uniform that is kept in a picture frame on top of a book case beside
her writing desk, and another larger photograph of the Prince hanging on the wall
next to the book case.

Her Royal Highness has honoured and publicized the Prince
Fatherûs royal conducts and contribution to the country through the publication of
a book titled çPostcards from a Princeé to commemorate the centenary of
the anniversary of the Prince Fatherûs birth on January 1st, 1992. In this book
Her Royal Highness narrates the life history and character of the Prince Father
through the humour that presents itself in a collection of postcards that the Prince
sent to his acquaintances. Published on the same occasion was another book on the
Prince Father, çA Prince of Navy: From 1911 to 1915é, of which Her
Royal Highness served as editor. This book is a collection of his anecdotes and
photographs during his years as a cadet at the Navy Academy and later as a
German naval officer.

These two books clearly demonstrate her determination to
preserve the memory of her father through his life history, descriptions of his
exemplary royal conduct and exceptional accomplishments. They represent the most
commendable acts of filial piety that a daughter can offer to her beloved father.
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π—∫μ—Èß·μà ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°‡ ¥Á®
 «√√§μ‡¡◊ËÕ æ.». ÚÙ˜Ú  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™
™ππ’‰¥â∑√ßÕ¿‘∫“≈æ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“∑—Èß Û æ√–Õß§å
·μà‡æ’¬ß≈”æ—ß ∑√ß‡≈à“‰«â „πÀπ—ß ◊Õ ç‡®â“π“¬

‡≈Á°Ê - ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé «à“ ç...‡√“ “¡§π‡ªìπ
°”æ√â“æàÕ¡“μ—Èß·μà‡≈Á°Ê ¿“√–¢Õß·¡à®÷ßÀπ—°¡“° μâÕß

‡ªìπ∑—ÈßæàÕ∑—Èß·¡à ´÷Ëß·¡à°Á∑”Àπâ“∑’Ëπ’È¡“Õ¬à“ß‡¢â¡·¢Áß...é
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑√ßÕ∫√¡‡≈’È¬ß¥Ÿæ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“‡μÁ¡§«“¡ “¡“√∂
‚¥¬‡©æ“–æ√–∏‘¥“‡æ’¬ßæ√–Õß§å‡¥’¬«π—Èπ ∑√ß‡Õ“æ√–√“™Àƒ∑—¬„ à¥Ÿ·≈
Õ¬à“ß„°≈â™‘¥

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß¡’
§«“¡ºŸ°æ—π°—∫ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’·≈–∑√ß„°≈â™‘¥°—πμ≈Õ¥¡“ ¥—ß∑’Ë
∑√ß‡≈à“‰«â „πÀπ—ß ◊Õ ç‡®â“π“¬‡≈Á°Ê - ¬ÿ«°…—μ√‘¬åé «à“ ç...·ø≈μ∑’Ë
·¡à‡™à“‰«âÕ¬Ÿà∑’Ë Òˆ ∂ππ∑‘ ‚ à́μå Õ¬Ÿà‰¡à‰°≈®“°„®°≈“ß‡¡◊Õß ‡¥‘π —° Òı π“∑’
°Á∂÷ß·μà°Á‡ß’¬∫¥’ ‡ªìπμ÷°„À≠à∑’Ë¡’·ø≈μÀ≈“¬™ÿ¥ ·¡à‡™à“·ø≈μÀπ÷Ëß∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà™—Èπ≈à“ß
‡æ√“–‡°√ß«à“≈Ÿ°Õ“®√∫°«π§π∑’Ëæ—°Õ¬Ÿà¢â“ß„μâ¥â«¬°“√«‘ËßÀ√◊Õ°√–‚¥¥...ÀâÕßπÕπ
¢Õß·¡à·≈–¢â“æ‡®â“„™â‡§√◊ËÕß‡√◊Õπ ’‡À≈◊Õß ÀâÕßπÕπ¢ÕßπâÕßÊ „™â ’™¡æŸ·°à...é
·≈–‡¡◊ËÕ¬â“¬‰ªª√–∑—∫∑’Ëμ”Àπ—°«‘≈≈“«—≤π“ ∑’Ë‡¡◊Õßæÿ¬¬’ °Áª√–∑—∫Õ¬ŸàÀâÕß
‡¥’¬«°—π ç...·¡à·≈–¢â“æ‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀâÕß¥â“π´â“¬∑’Ë¡’‡©≈’¬ß...ÀâÕß¥â“π¢«“´÷Ëß¡’
‡©≈’¬ß‡ªìπÀâÕß∑”ß“π¢Õß·¡à ·μà„π‰¡à™â“·¡à°Á¬â“¬‰ªÕ¬ŸàÀâÕß∑”ß“π‡æ√“–·¡à
™Õ∫Õà“πÀπ—ß ◊Õ¥÷°Ê ∑”„Àâ¢â“æ‡®â“πÕπ‰¡àÀ≈—∫...é
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From the time of the loss of the Prince Father in 1929,
the Princess Mother would single handedly bring up the three royal children on
her own. HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas
Rajanagarindra had this to mention about her motherûs selfless devotion,
çSince the three of us were without a father from a very young age, Mother had
to take on the responsibility of being both a father and a mother to all of us.
She enthusiastically put herself into the roles.é  The Prince Mother devoted
herself to the care of the children with special attention to the upbringing of her
only daughter.

Her Royal Highness had always been very close to the
Princess Mother as is evident from a reminiscence of their residence in the
book çFrom Little Princes to Young Kingsé. çThe apartment that
Mother rented was situated at 16 Tissot Avenue in a quiet neighbourhood not
very far from the town centre, about a 15 minute walk. It was located in a
large apartment building with several units. Mother rented an apartment on the
ground floor so that her childrenûs energetic movements would not disturb the
neighbours...The bedroom that my mother and I occupied was decorated with
yellow furniture while that of my younger brothers was deep pink.é When the
family moved to Villa Vadhana Mansion in Pully, Her Royal Highness still
shared the bedroom with the Princess Mother as mentioned in the same book.
çMother and I occupied the bedroom, with verandah, at the left wing...The
room on the right was reserved for Motherûs study. Mother was in the habit of
reading until late at night, which disturbed my slumber. Therefore, Mother soon
decided to move permanently to her study.é
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ß“πæ√–π‘æπ∏å¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å ∑’Ë‡ªìπ‡√◊ËÕß√“«¿“¬„π√“™ °ÿ≈¡À‘¥≈ ≈â«π –∑âÕπ∂÷ß§«“¡„°≈â™‘¥
√–À«à“ß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å°—∫ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡
√“™™ππ’ ‡™àπ ‡¡◊ËÕ∑√ßæ√–π‘æπ∏å‡√◊ËÕß ç·¡à‡≈à“„Àâøíßé ´÷Ëß‡ªìπæ√–√“™
ª√–«—μ‘¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’μ—Èß·μà æ.». ÚÙÙÛ-ÚÙ¯Ò ∑√ßÕ∏‘∫“¬
«‘∏’°“√∑’Ë∑√ßæ√–«‘√‘¬–Õÿμ “À– ◊∫§âπ¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈μà“ßÊ ‚¥¬∑√ß°√“∫∑Ÿ≈∂“¡
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’¥â«¬æ√–Õß§å‡Õß«—π≈–‡≈Á°«—π≈–πâÕ¬ ç©—π —¡¿“…≥å
∑à“π Ò ∑’ Ú ∑’ ®π°√–∑—Ëß∑à“π‡∫◊ËÕ·≈â« ‡¡◊ËÕ‡ÀÁπÀπ—ß ◊Õ·≈â« ∑à“π°Á∫Õ°«à“
¢Õ∫„® ·≈â«∑à“π°Á‡ªî¥¥Ÿ√ŸªÀπàÕ¬ ·≈â«°Á«“ß‡æ√“–«à“ —¡¿“…≥å∑à“πÕ¬Ÿà‡√◊ËÕ¬
°Á‡À¡◊Õπ§”æŸ¥¢Õß∑à“π∑’Ë‡Õ“¡“≈ß ∑’Ë®√‘ß∑à“π‡ªìπ co-authoré

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß¡’
§«“¡‡¢â“æ√–Àƒ∑—¬Õ¬à“ß≈÷°´÷Èß∂÷ßæ√–√“™Àƒ∑—¬¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’
¥—ß∑’Ë∑√ßæ√–π‘æπ∏å ç·¡à‡≈à“„Àâøíßé «à“ ç·¡à™Õ∫¥Õ°‰¡â¡“°·≈–Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß
¥Õ°‰¡â¿Ÿ‡¢“ ∂÷ßÀπâ“√âÕπ·¡à™Õ∫‰ª¥Ÿ·≈–‰ª‡°Á∫é

 à«πæ√–π‘æπ∏å‡√◊ËÕß ç‡«≈“‡ªìπ¢Õß¡’§à“é ∑√ß‡≈à“
‡√◊ËÕßæ√–®√‘¬«—μ√Õ—πß¥ß“¡ ·π«ª√—™≠“ ·≈–æ√–√“™¥”√‘¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’ „π°“√∑√ßß“πÕ¥‘‡√°·≈–ß“πΩïæ√–À—μ∂å∑“ß»‘≈ª°√√¡
´÷Ëß –∑âÕπ∂÷ß§«“¡∑’Ë∑√ß‡¢â“æ√–Àƒ∑—¬Õ¬à“ß≈÷°´÷Èß√–À«à“ß°—π ç∂â“∑à“πæ‘»¥Ÿ
√ŸªÀπâ“ª° ∑à“π®–‡ÀÁπ‰¥â«à“·¡à¡Õß¥Õ°‰¡â∑’Ë∂◊ÕÕ¬ŸàÕ¬à“ß≈÷° ÷́Èß°«à“¡Õß§«“¡ß“¡
¿“¬πÕ°‡∑à“π—Èπ „π “¬μ“®–¡’§”∂“¡«à“ ù®–∑”Õ¬à“ß‰√®÷ß®–√—°…“§«“¡ «¬ß“¡
·≈–∏√√¡™“μ‘¢Õß¥Õ°‰¡âπ’È‰«â‰¥âû π’Ë·À≈–‡ªìπ∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢Õßß“πª√–¥‘…∞åμà“ßÊ
¢Õß·¡àé
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Her close relationship to the Princess Mother is constantly
recounted in her books on the Mahidol family. In the book çMother Told

Meé, which was the biography of the Princess Mother from 1900 to 1938,
Her Royal Highness explains her tedious process of data collection technique of
interviewing the Princess Mother on a daily basis. çI interviewed her 10 to 20
times until she was bored. When the book was completed and I presented one
copy to her, she thanked me and glanced at a few pictures before putting it
down without showing much interest. This was really her book since she was
the one who was the subject of the interviews; the book contained her own
words. Actually, she was its co-author.é

HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas
Rajanagarindra had developed a keen perception of her Motherûs likes and
dislikes. In the book çMother Told Meé, she writes, çMother loved
flowers especially those wild flowers that bloom on mountains. Mother was fond
of going there to look at them and to gather them during the summer months.é

In another of her book, çBusy Fingersé, her deep
understanding of her mother was also apparent when she writes about the
Princess Motherûs conducts, philosophies, and initiatives in her hobbies and
crafts. çIf you look closely at the cover picture of the book, you will see that
Mother was not merely looking at the flower but she was observing its inner
beauty asking herself, ùHow can the true essence and beauty of this flower be
preserved?û These are the origins of Motherûs creative works.é
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πÕ°®“°§«“¡„°≈â™‘¥ π‘∑ π¡√–À«à“ß Õßæ√–Õß§å
∑’Ëª√“°Ø„πß“πæ√–π‘æπ∏å·≈â«  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
¬—ß∑√ßª√ππ‘∫—μ‘ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’‰¡à‡§¬Àà“ß ‰¡à«à“ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡
√“™™ππ’®–ª√–∑—∫ ≥ ∑’Ë „¥ ‡™àπ‡¡◊ËÕ§√—Èß ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’‡ ¥Á®·ª√
æ√–√“™∞“π‰ªª√–∑—∫¬—ß‡¡◊Õß‚≈´“ππå  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å‰¥âμ“¡‡ ¥Á®·≈–∑√ß ◊́ÈÕ·ø≈μ‡æ◊ËÕª√–∑—∫„°≈âÊ ‡ ¥Á®¡“‡ΩÑ“
‡ªìπª√–®”∑ÿ°«—π  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’‚ª√¥°“√∑√ßß“πÕ¬à“ß„¥°Á∑√ß
‚¥¬‡ ¥Á®æ√–√“™π‘¬¡¥â«¬‡ ¡Õ ‡™àπ ∑√ßª≈Ÿ°μâπ‰¡â ∫“ß§√—Èß‡¡◊ËÕ∑√ß¢—∫
√∂¬πμåπ”‡ ¥Á® ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’ª√–æ“  «π‡æ◊ËÕ∑Õ¥æ√–‡πμ√∑‘«∑—»πå
„π‡ âπ∑“ß∑’Ë¬“°·°à°“√‡ ¥Á® °Á∑√ß√–·«¥√–«—ßÕ¬à“ß„°≈â™‘¥ ∫“ß§√—Èß°Á‡ ¥Á®
´◊ÈÕ¢Õßμ“¡Àâ“ß√â“πμà“ßÊ ¥â«¬°—π ºŸâ∑’Ë¡’ ‚Õ°“ ‡¢â“‡ΩÑ“ —ß‡°μ«à“∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘
μàÕ°—πÕ¬à“ßÕàÕπ‚¬πÀà«ß„¬¬‘Ëßπ—°

ß“πΩïæ√–À—μ∂å∑’Ë ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑Õ¥æ√–‡πμ√
‡ÀÁπ‰¡à™—¥ ‚¥¬‡©æ“–°“√ªí°ºâ“§√Õ μ‘™ ≈“¬ªí°∫“ß™‘Èπ¡’æ◊Èπ ’‡¢â¡  ¡‡¥Á®
‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß™à«¬ß“πªí° à«π∑’Ë‡ªìπ ’‡¢â¡∂«“¬
‡¡◊ËÕß“π·≈â«‡ √Á®  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’®÷ß∑√ßªí°æ√–π“¡¬àÕ«à“ GSM ́ ÷Ëß
¡“®“°°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ ·≈– —ß«“≈¬å ¡À‘¥≈ · ¥ß«à“∑√ßª√–¥‘…∞åº≈ß“π™‘Èππ—Èπ
√à«¡°—π ´÷Ëßμ“¡ª°μ‘∑√ßªí°‡æ’¬ßæ√–π“¡¬àÕ«à“ SM À√◊Õ —ß«“≈¬å ¡À‘¥≈
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Apart from the very close mother-daughter bonds that
come across through in many of her writings, HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana
Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra was also close to the Princess Mother
physically, accompanying her wherever she went. When the Princess Mother
went to reside in Lausanne, Her Royal Highness purchased a flat near Villa
Vadhana so that she could visit her mother everyday. She would take the same
interest in any of the activities that the Princess Mother enjoyed. For example,
when the Princess Mother took up gardening it was Her Royal Highness who
drove her to visit various gardens. When the Princess Mother was trekking on
an arduous route she would take good care of her. When the two of them went
shopping together they could be observed treating each other with much gentle-
ness and care.

When the Princess Mother was working on the crafts that
required good eyesight, especially the cross-stitching with design of dark colours,
Her Royal Highness would do the dark colour sections of the work for her
mother. When the work was completed, the Princess Mother would embroider
the monograms of GSM, which were the abbreviation of Galyani Vadhana and
Sangvalya Mahidol, on that piece of work to indicate that it was a joint effort
of a mother and daughter team while the SM monograms would suggest the
Princess Motherûs individual effort.
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¬“¡∑’Ë ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’
‡ ¥Á®‡¬’Ë¬¡√“…Æ√„π∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ∑ÿ√°—π¥“√ ‡æ◊ËÕ
æ√–√“™∑“π§«“¡™à«¬‡À≈◊Õ¥â“π ÿ¢Õπ“¡—¬
μ≈Õ¥®π∑√ß àß‡ √‘¡°“√æ—≤π“°“√√—°…“

æ¬“∫“≈„π à«π∑’Ë¬—ß¢“¥·§≈π∫ÿ§≈“°√
∑“ß°“√·æ∑¬å π—∫μ—Èß·μàª≈“¬ æ.». ÚıÒ

‡ªìπμâπ¡“  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß¡’§«“¡Àà«ß„¬ ç·¡àé ‰¥âμ“¡‡ ¥Á® ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’
∑ÿ°Àπ·Ààß ‰¡à«à“„πæ◊Èπ∑’Ëπ—ÈπÊ ®–Àà“ß‰°≈§«“¡‡®√‘≠ ‡ªìπªÉ“‡¢“ ‡°“–·°àß
∑ÿ√°—π¥“√‡æ’¬ß„¥ ¿“æ∑’Ëª√–∑—∫μ“ª√–∑—∫„®æ °π‘°√¬‘Ëßπ—°§◊Õ °“√ª√–∑—∫
‡§’¬ß¢â“ß ∑√ß™à«¬·∫àß‡∫“æ√–√“™°‘®¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’ æ√âÕ¡°—∫
°“√∑√ßß“π∑’Ë∑√ß„ΩÉæ√–Àƒ∑—¬§◊Õ ç°“√‡ªìπ§√Ÿé ∑√ß Õππ—°»÷°…“ ∂“∫—π
μà“ßÊ ·μà‡¡◊ËÕæ√–¿“√°‘®¡“°¢÷Èπ ‰¥â∑√ß‡≈◊Õ°∑’Ë®–¥Ÿ·≈ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’
‡ªìπ ‘Ëß·√°

π“¬·æ∑¬åª√–¡ÿ¢ ®—π∑«‘¡≈ ‡≈¢“∏‘°“√¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘·æ∑¬åÕ“ “
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’π§√‘π∑√“∫√¡√“™™ππ’ (æÕ. «.) ‡≈à“∂÷ßæ√–°√≥’¬°‘®
¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å«à“ çæ√–Õß§å∑√ßμ‘¥μ“¡
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’π§√‘π∑√“∫√¡√“™™ππ’...„πß“π æÕ. «. ¡“‡ªìπ‡«≈“π“π·≈â«
...À≈“¬§√—Èß∑’Ë ¡‡¥Á®¬à“‡ ¥Á®„πß“π æÕ. «. ‡√“®–‡ÀÁπ ¡‡¥Á®°√¡À≈«ßœ
∑√ß‡§’¬ß¢â“ß‚¥¬μ≈Õ¥...é
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After the Princess Mother initiated a program to bring the
much needed health care facilities to remote and difficult terrains and visited
such places toward the end of 1967, Her Royal Highness was greatly con-
cerned with the welfare of her mother and accompanied her on all her trips no
matter how remote or harsh they were. The Thai people were accustomed to the
pictures of Her Royal Highness sharing all her motherûs work and responsibili-
ties. Although Her Royal Highness had been taken up with her other love of
teaching at various tertiary institutions at the time, she gave it up to devote
herself totally to the care of the Princess Mother.

Doctor Pramukh Chandavimol, general secretary to The
Princess Motherûs Medical Volunteer Foundation, recounts the royal conducts
of Her Royal Highness, çBy accompanying the Princess Mother on most trips,
Her Royal Highness has been contributing to the work of our foundation for a
very long time.é
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 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑√ßÀà«ß„¬æ√–∏‘¥“æ√–Õß§å‡¥’¬«
‡æ‘Ë¡æŸπ¢÷Èπμ“¡°“≈‡«≈“ ‡™àπ‡¡◊ËÕ ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å‡ ¥Á®¡“√à«¡‡ «¬æ√–°√–¬“À“√§Ë”¬“¡ª√–∑—∫∑’Ë«—ß √–ª∑ÿ¡
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’®–¡’√—∫ —Ëß„Àâª√–°Õ∫Õ“À“√∑’Ëæ√–∏‘¥“‚ª√¥‡ ¡ÕÊ
‡™àπ ªÕ‡ªïö¬–º—° πÕ°®“°π’È ¡À“¥‡≈Á°∑’Ë«—ß √–ª∑ÿ¡ —ß‡°μ«à“ ‡¡◊ËÕ‡ «¬æ√–
°√–¬“À“√°≈“ß«—π¡◊ÈÕ„¥ À“°¡’¢ÕßÕ√àÕ¬∑’Ë ‚ª√¥ ¡—°®–∑√ß·∫àß·≈–„Àâ‡°Á∫
‰«âæ√–√“™∑“πæ√–∏‘¥“∑’Ë®–‡ ¥Á®¡“‡ «¬Õ“À“√§Ë”¥â«¬‡ ¡Õ

„π¬“¡∑’Ë ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑√ßæ√–ª√–™«√
μâÕßª√–∑—∫√—°…“æ√–Õß§å ≥ ‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈»‘√‘√“™ μ—Èß·μà«—π∑’Ë ̂  ¡‘∂ÿπ“¬π æ.».
ÚıÛ¯ ‡ªìπμâπ¡“  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß∑”
Àπâ“∑’Ë ç≈Ÿ° “«¢Õß·¡àé Õ¬à“ß ¡∫Ÿ√≥åß¥ß“¡ ∑√ßª√ππ‘∫—μ‘¥Ÿ·≈ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡
√“™™ππ’æ√âÕ¡°—∫∑√ßß“π‰ª¥â«¬ ∑√ß‡≈à“‡Àμÿ°“√≥åμÕππ’È„ππ‘μ¬ “√ æ≈Õ¬

·°¡‡æ™√ ªï∑’Ë Ù ©∫—∫∑’Ë ˜˘ «—π∑’Ë Òı æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.». ÚıÛ¯ «à“
ç...Õ¬“°„Àâ‡ÀÁπÀâÕß∑’Ë©—πÕ¬Ÿà∑’Ë‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈ ©—π¡’‡μ’¬ß Ú ‡μ’¬ß Õ’°‡μ’¬ß„§√¡“
πÕπ‰¡à‰¥âÀ√Õ° ·øÑ¡‡μÁ¡ (∑√ßæ√– √«≈) ·πàπ‰ªÀ¡¥ ·≈â«¡’§Õ¡æ‘«‡μÕ√å
Ò ‡§√◊ËÕß ‡§√◊ËÕßæ‘¡æå¥’¥∑’Ë§≈â“¬Ê §Õ¡æ‘«‡μÕ√åÕ’°‡§√◊ËÕßÀπ÷Ëß ‡§√◊ËÕß∂à“¬
‡Õ° “√°ÁμâÕß‡Õ“‰ª ∂â“‰¡àÕ¬à“ßπ—Èπ‰¡à∑—π...é
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The Princess Motherûs concern for her only daughterûs
well-being had increased with the passing of time. When Her Royal Highness
came for dinner with her mother at Sra Pathum Palace, the Princess Mother
would have the kitchen staff prepare her daughterûs favourite dishes such as
fried vegetarian spring-rolls. The royal pages at Sra Pathum Palace had also
noticed that when there was any dish that Her Royal Highness particularly
liked at lunchtime, the Princess Mother would ordered a portion of the dish to
be kept and brought for her daughter at dinner.

During the period after the Princess Motherûs admission
to Siriraj Hospital for treatment on June 6th, 1995, Her Royal Highness had
flawlessly carried out her çdaughterlyé role by keeping close watch at the
Princess Motherûs side. She even brought some of her works to the hospital. In
the çPloy Kam Petché interview, Her Royal Highness recounts fondly,
çYou should have seen my room at the hospital. There were two beds but
nobody could sleep on one of them because it was filled with my work folders.
There was a computer and a computer-like typewriter as well as a copying
machine. Without them I would not be able to keep up with my work.é
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 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
∑√ßª√ππ‘∫—μ‘ „°≈â™‘¥ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’μ√“∫®π‡ ¥Á® «√√§μ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë
Ò¯ °√°Æ“§¡ æ.». ÚıÛ¯ ¥—ßª√“°Ø„πæ√–√“™¥”√— ¢Õßæ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—««à“ ç„π∑’Ë ÿ¥æ√–Õ“°“√‰¡à¥’ ‡æ√“–‰¡à¡’∑“ß∂«“¬‡¬’¬«¬“ À¡Õ
‡¢“°Á∑”‡μÁ¡∑’Ë ‡¬’¬«¬“Õ–‰√‰¡à‰¥â®π «√√§μ ‡¡◊ËÕ «√√§μ°Á¥’„®Õ¬ŸàÕ¬à“ßÀπ÷Ëß
∑’Ë≈Ÿ°¢Õß∑à“π∑—Èß ÕßÕ¬Ÿà¥â«¬®—∫æ√–À—μ∂åÕ¬Ÿà ·≈–À≈“π∑’Ë∑à“π√—°∑’Ë ÿ¥ ‡æ√“–
∑à“π‡≈’È¬ß¡“°Á®—∫æ√–À—μ∂å∑—Èß “¡§πé

„πæ√–√“™æ‘∏’∂«“¬æ√–‡æ≈‘ßæ√–∫√¡»æ ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–»√’π§√‘π∑√“∫√¡√“™™ππ’  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
ª√–∑—∫‡ΩÑ“ àß‡ ¥Á® Ÿà «√√§“≈—¬‡π‘Ëππ“πμ√“∫ ‘Èπ· ß‡æ≈‘ßæ√–√“™∑“π μàÕ¡“
‰¥â∑√ß∫”‡æÁ≠æ√–√“™°ÿ»≈‡¡◊ËÕ∂÷ß«—π§√∫√Õ∫«—πª√– Ÿμ‘·≈–«—π «√√§μ
ª√–®”∑ÿ°ªï ‡ªìπ∑’Ëª√–®—°…å∂÷ß§«“¡°μ—≠êŸ∑’Ë∑√ß¡’μàÕ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’
¬—ß§«“¡´“∫´÷Èß„®·°àª√–™“™π™“«‰∑¬·≈–‡¬“«™π√ÿàπ„À¡à‰¥âμ“¡√Õ¬
æ√–¬ÿ§≈∫“∑„π°“√ªØ‘∫—μ‘μπμàÕ∫‘¥“¡“√¥“·≈–ºŸâ¡’æ√–§ÿ≥ ¥—ß∑’Ë∑√ß∫”‡æÁ≠
æ√–Õß§å‡ªìπ·∫∫Õ¬à“ß‰«â
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Her Royal Highness was constantly
at her motherûs side up until the time she passed
away on July 18th, 1995 when, in the words of
His Majesty the King, çHer health failed and
nothing could be done to save her. The doctors
did their best but could do nothing more. The
only thing that consoled us was the fact that
both her children and her most favourite
grandchild whom she had raised from birth were

there to hold her hands up until the time she passed away.é
At the royal cremation of HRH Princess Sri Nagarindra

the Princess Mother, it was observed that HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana
Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra lingered on until the funeral flames
died out to bid farewell to her beloved mother. Her Royal Highness has made
it a point to hold merit-making ceremonies for the Princess Mother every year
to commemorate the anniversaries of her birth and decease. These most com-
mendable acts of filial piety that HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang
Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra has practised for her mother have made deep
impression on all Thai people who would follow her example in their care and
concern for their own parents.













In the Footsteps
of the Princess Mother

∑√ß ◊∫ “πæ√–√“™ª≥‘∏“π
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’
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 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ßª√ππ‘∫—μ‘√—∫„™â„°≈â™‘¥ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’¡“‚¥¬μ≈Õ¥
¥â«¬§«“¡°μ—≠êŸ„πæ√–°√ÿ≥“∏‘§ÿ≥ ·≈–¥â«¬°“√∑’Ë ‰¥â∑√ß„°≈â™‘¥ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡
√“™™ππ’π’È‡Õß ∑”„Àâ∑√ß≈à«ß√Ÿâ∂÷ßæ√–√“™ª≥‘∏“π„π¥«ßæ√–√“™Àƒ∑—¬¢Õß
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑’Ë∑√ßÕÿ∑‘»æ√–Õß§å‡æ◊ËÕ§«“¡‡ªìπÕ¬Ÿà∑’Ë¥’¢÷Èπ¢Õßæ °π‘°√
‡æ◊ËÕª√–‡∑»™“μ‘ ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ ‘Ëß∑’Ë∑√ß¬÷¥¡—Ëπ¡“μ≈Õ¥‰¡à‡ ◊ËÕ¡§≈“¬

μ≈Õ¥æ√–™π¡™’æ  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’π§√‘π∑√“∫√¡√“™™ππ’
¡‘‡§¬∑√ß«à“ß‡«âπ°“√ªØ‘∫—μ‘æ√–√“™°√≥’¬°‘® ∑√ßÕÿ∑‘»æ√–Õß§å‡æ◊ËÕª√–‡∑»™“μ‘
∑√ßÕ∫√¡‡≈’È¬ß¥Ÿæ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“„Àâ‡ªìπ§π¥’ ∑”§ÿ≥ª√–‚¬™πå·°àª√–‡∑» ‡¡◊ËÕæ√–‚Õ√ 
∏‘¥“∑√ß‡®√‘≠æ√–™—π…“ À¡¥æ√–√“™¿“√–„π°“√Õ¿‘∫“≈æ√–‚Õ√ ∏‘¥“·≈â«
°Á ‰¡à∑√ßª≈àÕ¬‡«≈“„Àâ≈à«ß‡≈¬‰ª‚¥¬‡ª≈à“ª√–‚¬™πå π—∫μ—Èß·μà æ.». Úı˜
‡ªìπμâπ¡“ ‰¥â∑√ßæ√–Õÿμ “À–‡ ¥Á®‡¬’Ë¬¡√“…Æ√„π¿Ÿ¡‘¿“§μà“ßÊ ¢Õßª√–‡∑»‰∑¬
∑”„Àâ∑√ßæ∫‡ÀÁπ§«“¡∑ÿ°¢å¬“°¢Õßª√–™“™π„π∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ∑’ËÀà“ß‰°≈§«“¡‡®√‘≠ ‡™àπ
ªí≠À“¥â“π°“√Õπ“¡—¬ ¢“¥·§≈π·æ∑¬å·≈–æ¬“∫“≈ Õ’°∑—Èß¬—ß‰¥â∑√ßæ∫‡ÀÁπ
§«“¡‡ªìπÕ¬Ÿà∑’Ë·√âπ·§âπ ¥â«¬πÈ”æ√–√“™Àƒ∑—¬∑’Ë‡ªïò¬¡‰ª¥â«¬æ√–‡¡μμ“ ª√“√∂π“
∑’Ë®–¢®—¥ªí¥‡ªÉ“§«“¡∑ÿ°¢å¬“°¢Õß∫ÿ§§≈Õ◊Ëπ‡∑à“∑’Ë®–∑√ß°√–∑”‰¥â °àÕ„Àâ‡°‘¥
æ√–√“™°√≥’¬°‘®¥â“π —ß§¡ ß‡§√“–Àå °“√»÷°…“ °“√·æ∑¬å æ¬“∫“≈ ·≈–
 “∏“√≥ ÿ¢ °“√øóôπøŸÕπÿ√—°…å∑√—æ¬“°√∏√√¡™“μ‘·≈– ‘Ëß·«¥≈âÕ¡ μ≈Õ¥®π
∑√ß√—∫¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘μà“ßÊ ∑’Ë∑”°‘®°√√¡Õ—π‡ªìπª√–‚¬™πå·°àª√–‡∑»™“μ‘·≈–√“…Æ√‰«â
„πæ√–Õÿª∂—¡¿å
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I n  t h e  F o o t s t e p s  o f  t h e  P r i n c e s s  M o t h e r

As the only daughter and constant compan-
ion of the Princess Mother, HRH Princess Galyani
Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra made
it a priority to carry out her duties through providing

the best care possible for her mother. Their close rela-
tionship had provided Her Royal Highness with the oppor-

tunity to comprehend and truly appreciate the Princess Motherûs
deep commitment to the betterment of her people and the country.

The Princess Mother lived a life of selfless sacrifice and
devotion for the benefit of others. On a personal level, her responsibility was to
bring up her children as good person who would eventually contribute their
talents in order to make a positive contribution to the country. After the royal
children had grown up, the Princess Mother then shifted her energy and
attention to the improvement of the livelihood of the disadvantaged Thai people.
When the Princess Mother started travelling to remote and undeveloped areas
of Thailand in 1964 and witnessed the plight of the people who lived there in
abject poverty, she made it her lifelong mission to improve their living condi-
tions in any way she could. The Princess Mother initiated many social welfare
projects to provide education, medical treatment, and healthcare services. She
also started a number of natural resources and environmental conservation
projects and graciously accepted many worthwhile foundations under her royal
patronage.
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™à«ß‡«≈“∑’Ë  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑√ßß“πμà“ßÊ
¥â«¬æ√–¡À“°√ÿ≥“∏‘§ÿ≥·¡â®–∑√ß‡®√‘≠æ√–™π¡“¬ÿ¡“°·≈â«  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å‰¥â‚¥¬‡ ¥Á® ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’‰ª„π∑’Ëμà“ßÊ
‡¡◊ËÕ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’‡ ¥Á® «√√§μ  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å°ÁÀ“‰¥â∑√ß∑Õ¥∑‘Èß‚§√ß°“√μà“ßÊ ∑’Ë ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑√ß
¥”‡π‘π°“√‰«â‰¡à ∑√ß√—∫‡ªìπÕß§åª√–∏“π‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘‡À≈à“π—Èπ¬—ß§ß¥”‡π‘πμàÕ‰ª
∑√ßμ‘¥μ“¡º≈°“√¥”‡π‘πß“πÕ¬à“ß„°≈â™‘¥ ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâß“π∫√√≈ÿ«—μ∂ÿª√– ß§åμ“¡
æ√–√“™ª≥‘∏“π¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’ ¥â«¬πÈ”æ√–Àƒ∑—¬Õ—πª√–‡ √‘∞
·Ààß‡®â“π“¬„πæ√–∫√¡√“™®—°√’«ß»å
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When the Princess Mother had carried on her many wel-
fare activities well into her advanced age, Her Royal Highness took it upon
herself the responsibility of accompanying the Princess Mother on her frequent
travels to the countryside. Ever since the demise of the Princess Mother, Her
Royal Highness has continued to endorse her motherûs missions by accepting
the honorary presidency of these foundations and to provide the others neces-
sary support. She has also closely monitored their progress to ensure that the
foundations can fulfill their objectives and the Princess Motherûs intention can
be realized.
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∑ √ ß  ◊ ∫   “ π æ √ – √ “ ™ ª ≥‘ ∏ “ π

 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å‰¥â ‚¥¬‡ ¥Á® ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’‰ª∑√ß‡¬’Ë¬¡√“…Æ√
„π∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ∑ÿ√°—π¥“√∑—Ë«∑ÿ°¿Ÿ¡‘¿“§ ‡æ◊ËÕæ√–√“™∑“π ‘Ëß¢Õß ß‡§√“–ÀåºŸâ¬“°‰√â
·≈–§π™√“‡ªìπ‡π◊Õßπ‘μ¬å ·≈–À“° ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’‰¡àÕ“®‡ ¥Á®œ ‰ª¥â«¬
æ√–Õß§å‡Õß °Á®–‡ ¥Á®·∑πæ√–Õß§å„π°“√ªØ‘∫—μ‘æ√–√“™°‘®μà“ßÊ Õ¬Ÿà‡ ¡Õ

°“√‚¥¬‡ ¥Á® ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’ ∑”„Àâ‰¥â∑√ß∑√“∫
 ¿“æ§«“¡‡¥◊Õ¥√âÕπ §«“¡¢“¥·§≈π¢Õß√“…Æ√ ÷́Ëß‡ªìπ∑’Ë¡“¢Õßæ√–°√≥’¬°‘®
„π°“√∫”∫—¥∑ÿ°¢å∫”√ÿß ÿ¢¥â“π‚¿™π“°“√ ∑’ËÕ¬ŸàÕ“»—¬ ‡§√◊ËÕßπÿàßÀà¡ ·≈–¬“√—°…“‚√§
‚¥¬æ√–Õß§å‰¥â∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ æ√–√“™∑“π§”·π–π”·°àæ °π‘°√„Àâ√Ÿâ®—°
°“√ªØ‘∫—μ‘μπ‡æ◊ËÕªÑÕß°—π‚√§¿—¬ √«¡∂÷ßæ√–√“™∑“π∑√—æ¬å à«πæ√–Õß§å„π°“√
¥”‡π‘πß“π°‘®°√√¡∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«‡π◊ËÕß°—∫°“√·æ∑¬å °“√ “∏“√≥ ÿ¢ ·≈–°“√ —ß§¡
 ß‡§√“–Àå  àßº≈„Àâ ÿ¢¿“æÕπ“¡—¬·≈–§«“¡‡ªìπÕ¬Ÿà¢Õß√“…Æ√·≈–‡®â“Àπâ“∑’Ë
„π∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ∑ÿ√°—π¥“√¥’¢÷Èπ‡ªìπ≈”¥—∫

À≈—ß®“° ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’‡ ¥Á® «√√§μ  ¡‡¥Á®
‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å‰¥â∑√ß ◊∫∑Õ¥ çæ√–√“™ª≥‘∏“πé ∑’Ë
¥”‡π‘π°“√‚§√ß°“√μà“ßÊ μàÕ‡π◊ËÕß®“° ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑’Ë∑√ß√‘‡√‘Ë¡‰«â
∑ÿ°‚§√ß°“√·≈–¬—ß‰¥â∑√ß√‘‡√‘Ë¡·π«§‘¥À√◊Õ«‘∏’°“√„À¡àÊ ‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ¥â«¬
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During her motherûs lifetime, HRH Princess Galyani
Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra had regularly accompanied
her to the remote and poor areas in all regions of the country to bring gifts and
useful items to the poor and the elderly. She had also regularly represented the
Princess Mother at the many functions and activities that she could not attend
in person.

The experiences gained on the numerous trips that she
made with the Princess Mother enabled Her Royal Highness to come to under-
stand more about the peopleûs problems of deprivation. She would, therefore,
take it upon herself the tasks of improving on their suffering and inadequacy
through the provision of better nutrition, habitation, clothing and medicine. She
also sought to provide advice to the people on how to protect oneself against
sickness as well as made financial contributions to the development of medical
services, public health, and social welfare. Her work has contributed to the
improvement of the health, hygiene, and living conditions of both the people and
government officials who live in remote areas.

After the Princess Mother passed away, Her Royal High-
ness has continued to endorse and patronize the operations of all the projects
that the Princess Mother had previously supported as well as introduced more
initiatives of her own.
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¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘·æ∑¬åÕ“ “
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’π§√‘π∑√“∫√¡√“™™ππ’

(æÕ. «.)

 ¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘·æ∑¬åÕ“ “ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’π§√‘π∑√“∫√¡√“™™ππ’
(æÕ. «.) ®—¥μ—Èß¢÷Èπ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë ÚÚ °ÿ¡¿“æ—π∏å æ.». ÚıÒÚ ‡¥‘¡¡’™◊ËÕ«à“
Àπà«¬·æ∑¬åÕ“ “  ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’ ‚¥¬∑√ß™—°™«ππ“¬·æ∑¬å ∑—πμ·æ∑¬å
‡¿ —™°√ ·≈–æ¬“∫“≈ Õ“ “ ¡—§√‡ªìπÀπà«¬·æ∑¬åÕ“ “‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë „πæ√–Õß§å
‡¥‘π∑“ß‰ª∑”°“√√—°…“æ¬“∫“≈ºŸâªÉ«¬„πÀ¡Ÿà∫â“π∑’ËÀà“ß‰°≈∑ÿ√°—π¥“√ Àπà«¬·æ∑¬åπ’È
‡®√‘≠°â“«Àπâ“¢÷Èπ‡ªìπ≈”¥—∫ ®π¡’ æÕ. «. ª√–®”®—ßÀ«—¥√«¡ ı ®—ßÀ«—¥∑—Ë«ª√–‡∑»
√«¡∑—Èß‰¥â∑√ß√‘‡√‘Ë¡„Àâ¡’·æ∑¬å∑“ßÕ“°“»À√◊Õ·æ∑¬å∑“ß«‘∑¬ÿ‰«â∫√‘°“√ª√–™“™π¥â«¬

 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ „Àâ
®¥∑–‡∫’¬πÀπà«¬·æ∑¬å æÕ. «. ‡¥‘¡ ¢÷Èπ‡ªìπ¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘·æ∑¬åÕ“ “ ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–»√’π§√‘π∑√“∫√¡√“™™ππ’ (¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘ æÕ. «.) ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë ÚÒ æƒ…¿“§¡ æ.».
ÚıÒ˜ ·≈–∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“√—∫¥”√ßμ”·Àπàßª√–∏“π°‘μμ‘¡»—°¥‘Ï¢Õß¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘ ¡’¿“√°‘®
 ”§—≠§◊Õ °“√®—¥À“·≈– àß‡ √‘¡„Àâ¡’Àπà«¬·æ∑¬å·≈–‡®â“Àπâ“∑’ËÕ“ “ ¡—§√ ∑—Èß
 à«π°≈“ß·≈– à«π¿Ÿ¡‘¿“§‡æ◊ËÕÕÕ°ªØ‘∫—μ‘ß“π™à«¬‡À≈◊Õ√—°…“æ¬“∫“≈ ªÑÕß°—π‚√§
 àß‡ √‘¡·≈–øóôπøŸ ÿ¢¿“æÕπ“¡—¬¢Õßª√–™“™π·≈–‡®â“Àπâ“∑’Ë „π∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ∑ÿ√°—π¥“√
À√◊ÕÀà“ß‰°≈°“√§¡π“§¡ ´÷Ëß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“  √“™π§√‘π∑√å
‚¥¬‡ ¥Á® ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’‰ª∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘æ√–√“™°‘®¢Õß¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘μ≈Õ¥¡“μ—Èß·μà
§√—Èß∑’Ë‡ªìπÀπà«¬·æ∑¬åÕ“ “ ‡¡◊ËÕ‡ ¥Á®‰ª∑√ß‡¬’Ë¬¡√“…Æ√°Á∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ
„ÀâÀπà«¬·æ∑¬å·≈–æ¬“∫“≈‰ª∑”°“√μ√«®√—°…“ºŸâªÉ«¬  ”À√—∫ºŸâªÉ«¬∫“ß√“¬∑’ËμâÕß
√—∫°“√√—°…“„π‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈ ‰¥â∑√ß√—∫‰«â‡ªìπ§π‰¢â„πæ√–√“™“πÿ‡§√“–Àå àßμàÕ¡“√—°…“
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The Princess Motherûs
Medical Volunteer

Foundation

125

The Princess Motherûs Medical Volunteer
Foundation was established on February 22nd, 1969.

Initially known as The Princess Motherûs Medical Volun-
teer Unit, the foundation was originated through her effort to

rally the assistance of physicians, dentists, pharmacists and
nurses to provide services to needy people in remote villages on a volunteer basis.
The unit had later developed into a foundation with branches in 50 provinces all
over the country. The Princess Mother had also introduced the Radio Doctor
Service project.

The Princess Mother arranged to have The Princess Motherûs
Medical Volunteer Unit promoted to a registered foundation on May 21st, 1974.
She also assumed its honorary presidency with the major responsibility of recruiting
medical personnel volunteers from Bangkok and the provinces to provide health care
services and advice to people in remote areas. The Princess Mother was actively
involved with the foundationûs activities from its inception and arranged to have
Medical Volunteer Unit accompanying her on all her trips to the countryside. On
such visits if there were people who were seriously in need of hospital treatment,
she would have them referred, under her royal patronage, to a provincial or
Bangkok hospital. The foundationûs activities were very popular among the poor
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¬—ß‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈„πμ—«‡¡◊ÕßÀ√◊Õ„π°√ÿß‡∑æœ μàÕ‰ª ∑ÿ°§√—Èß∑’Ë‡ ¥Á®‰ª‡¬’Ë¬¡√“…Æ√
∑’Ë „¥ ®÷ß¡’√“…Æ√¡“‡ΩÑ“√—∫‡ ¥Á®·≈–√Õ√—∫°“√μ√«®√—°…“Õ¬à“ß‡π◊Õß·πàπ

 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß ◊∫∑Õ¥
æ√–√“™ª≥‘∏“π ç·¡àé ‚¥¬∑√ß√—∫‡ªìπª√–∏“π°‘μμ‘¡»—°¥‘Ï¢Õß¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘ æÕ. «.
∑√ß¥”‡π‘π√Õ¬μ“¡æ√–¬ÿ§≈∫“∑ ¥â«¬πÈ”æ√–Àƒ∑—¬‡¡μμ“μàÕæ °π‘°√∑’Ë∑√ß¡’
æ√–ª√– ß§å®–æ—≤π“§ÿ≥¿“æ™’«‘μ‚¥¬¡‘‰¥â∑√ß§”π÷ß∂÷ß§«“¡¬“°≈”∫“°æ√–«√°“¬
·μàÕ¬à“ß„¥ ∑√ßμ‘¥μ“¡√“¬ß“π§«“¡§◊∫Àπâ“„π°“√∑”ß“π¢Õß¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘∑ÿ° Û ‡¥◊Õπ
∑’Ë¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘ ‰¥â àß¡“∂«“¬ À“°∑√ß ß —¬À√◊Õ πæ√–Àƒ∑—¬„π¢âÕ„¥®–¡’√—∫ —Ëß∂“¡
πÕ°®“°π’È¬—ß∑√ßæ√–Õÿμ “À–‡ ¥Á®‰ªμ‘¥μ“¡§«“¡§◊∫Àπâ“‡æ◊ËÕ∑Õ¥æ√–‡πμ√
·≈–∑√ß‡ªìπ°”≈—ß„®„π°“√ªØ‘∫—μ‘ß“π¥â«¬æ√–Õß§å‡Õß ́ ÷Ëß∑√ßªØ‘∫—μ‘Õ¬à“ßμàÕ‡π◊ËÕß
 ◊∫¡“

æ√–®√‘¬«—μ√‡¡◊ËÕ‡ ¥Á®‰ª∑√ßß“π·μà≈–§√—Èß πÕ°®“°
æ√–√“™∑“π‚≈à ‡¢Á¡Õ—°…√æ√–π“¡“¿‘‰∏¬  «. ‡¢Á¡‡§√◊ËÕßÀ¡“¬ æÕ. «. ·≈â«
¬—ß∑√ß©“¬æ√–√Ÿª√à«¡°—∫Õ“ “ ¡—§√∑ÿ°§π∑’ËªØ‘∫—μ‘ß“π‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ∑’Ë√–≈÷°·≈–
∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ „ÀâÕ“ “ ¡—§√‰¥â‡¢â“‡ΩÑ“Õ¬à“ß„°≈â™‘¥  Õ∫∂“¡∑ÿ°¢å ÿ¢
Õÿª √√§ªí≠À“ ∑√ß √â“ß∫√√¬“°“»·Ààß§«“¡§ÿâπ‡§¬·≈–ºàÕπ§≈“¬ ‚¥¬∑√ß
æ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ „ÀâÕ“ “ ¡—§√√âÕß‡æ≈ßª√–®”®—ßÀ«—¥∂«“¬ æ√âÕ¡æ√–¥”√— 
æ‘‡»… ∑√ß‡¬â“‡≈àπ‡ªìπ°—π‡Õß‡°’Ë¬«°—∫°“√√âÕß‡æ≈ß  √â“ß§«“¡ª≈“∫ª≈◊È¡ªïμ‘·°à
ºŸâªØ‘∫—μ‘Àπâ“∑’Ë‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß ∑—Èßπ’ÈμâÕß∑√ß„™â‡«≈“∂÷ß Ú ªï ®÷ß∑√ß‡¬’Ë¬¡Õ“ “ ¡—§√
æÕ. «. ‰¥â§√∫∑ÿ°®—ßÀ«—¥ ·≈–‰¥â∑√ßß“π‡™àππ’Èπ—∫μ—Èß·μà æ.». ÚıÛ˘ ‡ªìπμâπ¡“
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people and on each of her visits a large crowd would flock to greet their beloved
Princess Mother and to avail themselves to the free medical services.

After the Princess Mother passed away, Her Royal Highness
has followed her motherûs examples by becoming the honorary president of The
Princess Motherûs Medical Volunteer Foundation and working tirelessly to achieve
the goals set by the Princess Mother without any thought of her personal well-
being. Her Royal Highness monitors the foundationûs progress by carefully apprais-
ing its 3-month reports and enquiring on any points that capture her interest or
need clarification. In addition, she has continued to take part in many of the
foundationûs field visits to observe its activities and to offer her encouragement.

On these visits Her Royal Highness would confer on the
volunteers such mementos as the plagues of commendation, brooches engraved with
her Sor Vor royal monogram, and pins featuring the foundationûs emblem. She also
took special effort to grant the attending volunteers the opportunity to have their
picture taken and granted them informal audiences to enquire after their welfare as
well as the foundationûs problems or obstacles. On such occasions, Her Royal
Highness would put the volunteers at ease by giving informal speeches, encouraging
them to sing after which she would always make friendly comments. Her cordial
manners have brought much joy and elation on the volunteers. These popular
informal gatherings with the volunteers have been initiated in 1996 and have
continued to this day. It takes Her Royal Highness almost two years to complete her
round of visitations and meetings with all provincial units of The Princess Motherûs
Medical Volunteer Foundation.
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¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘¢“‡∑’¬¡
„π ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’π§√‘π∑√“∫√¡√“™™ππ’

¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘¢“‡∑’¬¡ „π ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’π§√‘π∑√“
∫√¡√“™™ππ’ ∂◊Õ°”‡π‘¥®“°æ√–√“™¥”√‘¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®

æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’√à«¡°—∫æ√–¥”√‘¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å ‚¥¬æ√–√“™∑“π

æ√–√“™∑√—æ¬å®”π«π ı, ∫“∑ ·≈– ̃ ı, ∫“∑
‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ∑ÿπ®¥∑–‡∫’¬π¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë Ò˜  ‘ßÀ“§¡ æ.». ÚıÛˆ

 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑√ß¥”√ßμ”·Àπàßª√–∏“π°‘μμ‘¡»—°¥‘Ï ·≈– ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ
°√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡ªìπª√–∏“π «—μ∂ÿª√– ß§å¢Õß¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘¢“‡∑’¬¡œ
§◊Õ°“√®—¥∑” ç¢“‡∑’¬¡é „Àâ°—∫ºŸâæ‘°“√¢“¢“¥∑’Ë¬“°‰√â ∑ÿ°‡™◊ÈÕ™“μ‘ »“ π“ ‚¥¬
‰¡à§‘¥¡Ÿ≈§à“ √«¡∑—ÈßΩñ°Õ∫√¡‡®â“Àπâ“∑’Ëμ“¡‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈μà“ßÊ „Àâ “¡“√∂∑”¢“‡∑’¬¡
μ“¡·∫∫¢Õß¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘‰¥â μ≈Õ¥®π»÷°…“ §âπ§«â“ «‘®—¬ ·≈–æ—≤π“§ÿ≥¿“æ¢Õß¢“‡∑’¬¡
„Àâ‡À¡“– ¡·≈–¥’¬‘Ëß¢÷Èπ

°“√ªØ‘∫—μ‘ß“π¢Õß¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘¢“‡∑’¬¡œ ∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‚ª√¥‡°≈â“œ
„Àâ®—¥Àπà«¬‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë ‰ª „Àâ∫√‘°“√∑”¢“‡∑’¬¡·°àºŸâæ‘°“√¢“¢“¥∑’Ë¬“°®πμ“¡
®—ßÀ«—¥μà“ßÊ ‚¥¬¡’·æ∑¬åÕ“ “ ¡—§√ ‡®â“Àπâ“∑’Ë ·≈–™à“ß∑”¢“‡∑’¬¡®“°
‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈μà“ßÊ ∑—Ë«ª√–‡∑»∑’Ëºà“π°“√Ωñ°Õ∫√¡®“°¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘·≈â« ‡¥‘π∑“ß‰ª§√—Èß≈–
Ù-ı §π π”Õÿª°√≥å  —¡¿“√– ‡§√◊ËÕß¡◊Õ‡§√◊ËÕß„™â ‡μÁπ∑å Õ“À“√ ‰ª‡ªî¥
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The Prostheses
Foundation

The Prostheses Foundation was established on August
17th, 1993 under the initiatives of the Princess Mother and HRH Princess
Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra who provided
500,000 and 750,000 baht respectively for the foundationûs initial registered
fund. The Princess Mother accepted the foundationûs honorary presidency with
Her Royal Highness as its president. The objectives of the foundation are to
provide prostheses to the disabled of all races and creeds who are in need of
them, free of charge, and to train hospital personnel to produce the prostheses
of the foundationûs design. The foundation has also carried out studies and
researches on the quality improvement of the prostheses.

The foundation dispatches mobile units of volunteer doc-
tors, trained personnel and technicians to offer their services to the poor
disabled people in the provinces who need prostheses. On each trip, 40 to 50
volunteers are involved in the transportation of tents, equipment and food to the
pre-determined hospital in various regions. Only five trips were organized each
year during the initial stage of the operation. However, since August 1998 the
Prostheses Foundation has increased their field operations to 39 trips in 35
provinces and has extended their services to the needy people as far as
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Àπà«¬∫√‘°“√∑”¢“‡∑’¬¡„Àâ°—∫ºŸâªÉ«¬¢“¢“¥ ≥ ‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈„π¿Ÿ¡‘¿“§μà“ßÊ μ“¡∑’Ë
°”Àπ¥‰«â √–¬–·√°Ê ÕÕ°ªØ‘∫—μ‘ß“πªï≈– ı §√—Èß ·≈–π—∫μ—Èß·μà‡¥◊Õπ ‘ßÀ“§¡
æ.». ÚıÙÒ ¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘¢“‡∑’¬¡œ ‰¥âÕÕ°Àπà«¬‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë¡“°¢÷Èπ√«¡ Û˘ §√—Èß „π
Ûı ®—ßÀ«—¥ æ√âÕ¡∑—Èß„Àâ∫√‘°“√‰ª‰°≈∂÷ßπ§√‡«’¬ß®—π∑πå ª√–‡∑» “∏“√≥√—∞
ª√–™“∏‘ª‰μ¬ª√–™“™π≈“« ·≈–∫√‘‡«≥™“¬·¥πª√–‡∑»°—¡æŸ™“ √«¡°“√„Àâ
∫√‘°“√∑”¢“‡∑’¬¡„Àâ°—∫ºŸâªÉ«¬¬“°‰√â¡“°°«à“ ı, ¢“

‡¡◊ËÕ ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
∑√ß√—∫μ”·Àπàßª√–∏“π°‘μμ‘¡»—°¥‘Ï¢Õß¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘¢“‡∑’¬¡œ ‰¥â∑√ßæ√–°√ÿ≥“‡ ¥Á®
‰ª‡¬’Ë¬¡°“√ªØ‘∫—μ‘ß“π¢ÕßÀπà«¬‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë·≈–æ√–√“™∑“π¢“‡∑’¬¡∑’Ë∑”‡ √Á®·≈â«
¥â«¬æ√–Õß§å‡Õß ¬—ß§«“¡ª≈“∫ª≈◊È¡¬‘π¥’·°àºŸâæ‘°“√∑’Ë‰¥â√—∫æ√–√“™∑“π ç¢“‡∑’¬¡é
‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß ·≈–¬—ß∑√ß‡Õ“æ√–Àƒ∑—¬„ à„π°“√√–¥¡∑ÿπ‡æ◊ËÕ∑”¢“‡∑’¬¡∫√‘®“§ ‡™àπ
∑√ß¢Õ„Àâ ”π—°ß“π ≈“°°‘π·∫àß√—∞∫“≈ÕÕ° ≈“°°“√°ÿ»≈®—¥ √√„Àâ·°à¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘
¢“‡∑’¬¡œ ∑”„Àâ°‘®°√√¡°“√∑” ç¢“‡∑’¬¡æ√–√“™∑“πé ¡’§«“¡‡®√‘≠°â“«Àπâ“
·≈–æ—≤π“¬‘Ëß¢÷Èπ‡ªìπ≈”¥—∫
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Vientiane in Lao PDR and the areas next to the Cambodian borders. The
foundation has so far provided a total of 5,000 prosthetic limbs to the
destitute disabled.

After HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang
Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra has accepted the honorary presidency of the Pros-
theses Foundation, she has made many inspection visits to the mobile unit
operations and has personally presented the finished prostheses to the disabled.
Her Royal Highness has also been actively involved in the foundationûs fundraising
effort through such act as securing the Government Lottery Officeûs permission
to raise funds through lottery sale.
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¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘∂—π¬√—°…å „πæ√–√“™Ÿª∂—¡¿å
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’π§√‘π∑√“∫√¡√“™™ππ’

¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘∂—π¬√—°…å „πæ√–√“™Ÿª∂—¡¿å ¡‡¥Á®æ√–»√’π§√‘π∑√“
∫√¡√“™™ππ’ μ—Èß¢÷Èπ‡¡◊ËÕ‡¥◊Õπ∏—π«“§¡ æ.». ÚıÛ˜ ‚¥¬‰¥â√—∫æ√–°√ÿ≥“
æ√–√“™∑“π‡ß‘π®“°∑ÿπ°“√°ÿ»≈ ¡‡¥Á®¬à“®”π«π ÒÚ ≈â“π∫“∑ æ√âÕ¡°—∫∑√ß√—∫
‡ªìπÕß§åÕÿª∂—¡¿å·≈–ª√–∏“π°‘μμ‘¡»—°¥‘Ï ·≈– ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß‡ªìπª√–∏“π¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘ ‚¥¬¡’«—μ∂ÿª√– ß§å‡æ◊ËÕ¥”‡π‘π°“√ àß‡ √‘¡
§«“¡√Ÿâ§«“¡‡¢â“„®·≈–μ√«®‚√§¡–‡√Áß‡μâ“π¡„Àâ°—∫ª√–™“™π °“√¥”‡π‘πß“π
¢Õß¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘ª√–°“√Àπ÷Ëß §◊Õ °“√®—¥μ—Èß»Ÿπ¬å∂—π¬√—°…å∑’Ë ‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈»‘√‘√“™ ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ
∫√‘°“√μ√«®«‘π‘®©—¬‚√§‡μâ“π¡∑’Ë§√∫«ß®√¥â«¬‡§√◊ËÕß¡◊Õ∑’Ë∑—π ¡—¬ ‡∑’Ë¬ßμ√ß ·¡àπ¬”
ª√–À¬—¥‡«≈“·≈–§à“„™â®à“¬

‡¡◊ËÕ∑√ß√—∫ß“π¢Õß¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘∂—π¬√—°…åœ ‰«â„πæ√–Õÿª∂—¡¿å  ¡‡¥Á®
‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å∑√ß¡ÿàß¡—Ëπ ◊∫ “πæ√–√“™ª≥‘∏“π
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’ ‚¥¬∑√ß‡ªìπÕß§åÕÿª∂—¡¿å·≈–ª√–∏“π°‘μμ‘¡»—°¥‘Ï ∑√ß
æ√–°√ÿ≥“‡ ¥Á®¡“ª√–™ÿ¡§≥–°√√¡°“√∫√‘À“√¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘∂—π¬√—°…åœ ‡ªìπª√–®” ‰¥â
æ√–√“™∑“π§”·π–π”·≈–π‚¬∫“¬°“√¥”‡π‘πß“π √«¡∑—Èßæ√–√“™∑“π‡ß‘π®“°
∑ÿπ°“√°ÿ»≈ ¡‡¥Á®¬à“‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷ÈπÕ’°®”π«π Ú ≈â“π∫“∑ ‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ∑ÿπ„π°“√¥”‡π‘πß“π
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The Breast Foundation under
the Princess Motherûs Royal Patronage

The Breast Foundation under the Princess Motherûs Royal
Patronage was established in December 1994 with an initial 12 million baht
financial support from The Princess Motherûs Charity Fund. The Princess
Mother accepted the foundationûs honorary presidency with HRH Princess
Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra as its president.
The major part of the foundationûs operation is to provide and promote better
understanding of a breast cancer examination. One of the Breast Foundationûs
achievements was to have a Breast Centre established at Siriraj Hospital to
provide modern, accurate, safe and high-speed equipment for comprehensive
breast cancer diagnosis.

Her Royal Highness has been determined to continue the
works that the Princess Mother had initiated. She has taken the foundation
under her royal patronage and has accepted its honorary presidency. Her Royal
Highness has regularly presided over the foundationûs executive meetings and
has given her advice and counsel on its policy and operation. She also granted
an additional 2 million baht from The Princess Motherûs Charity Fund for the
foundationûs operation.
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 ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ 
√“™π§√‘π∑√å‰¥â∑√ß ◊∫∑Õ¥æ√–√“™ª≥‘∏“π¢Õß
 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’Õ’°¥â“πÀπ÷Ëß§◊Õ °“√°’Ã“
¥â«¬ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’∑√ß§”π÷ß∂÷ß ÿ¢
æ≈“π“¡—¬∑’Ë¥’∑—Èß°“¬·≈–„® ∑√ß‰¥â√—∫°“√ª≈Ÿ°Ωíß

„π¥â“π°“√°’Ã“μ—Èß·μà¬—ß∑√ßæ√–‡¬“«å®π°√–∑—Ëß
∑√ß‡≈àπ°’Ã“‰¥âÀ≈“¬ª√–‡¿∑ Õ“∑‘  °’ ∑√ß‡≈àπÕ¬à“ß

®√‘ß®—ß‡¡◊ËÕæ√–™—π…“ª√–¡“≥ Òˆ ªï ·∫¥¡‘πμ—π ·≈–‡ªμÕß∑’Ë ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡
√“™™ππ’∑√ßπ”‡¢â“¡“‡º¬·æ√à®π‡ªìπ∑’Ëπ‘¬¡°—πÕ¬à“ß°«â“ß¢«“ß·≈–‰¥â∑√ß
æ√–°√ÿ≥“æ√–√“™∑“πæ√–√“™∑√—æ¬åÕÿ¥Àπÿπ ¡“§¡°’Ã“‡ªμÕßªï≈– Ò ≈â“π∫“∑
‡ ¡Õ¡“ ®π∑’¡π—°°’Ã“‡ªμÕß¢Õß‰∑¬∑’Ë‡¥‘π∑“ß‰ª·¢àß¢—π‡ªμÕß‚≈°„πμà“ßª√–‡∑»
‰¥â√—∫√“ß«—≈™π–‡≈‘»∂÷ß Õß§√—Èß  ¡‡¥Á®‡®â“øÑ“œ °√¡À≈«ßπ√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å
∑√ß¥”‡π‘π√Õ¬μ“¡ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’ „π¥â“π°’Ã“‡ªμÕß ‚¥¬‰¥â
æ√–√“™∑“πæ√–√“™∑√—æ¬åÕÿ¥Àπÿπ„πæ√–π“¡ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’ ◊∫μàÕ¡“
ªï≈– Ò ≈â“π∫“∑ ∑”„Àâ∑’¡‡ªμÕß‰∑¬¡’‚Õ°“ ‡¥‘π∑“ß‰ª·¢àß¢—π°—∫ª√–‡∑»μà“ßÊ
√«¡ Úˆ ª√–‡∑» ·≈–‰¥â√—∫√“ß«—≈Õ—π¥—∫∑’Ë ˜ ¢Õß‚≈°

 ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“æ’Ëπ“ß‡∏Õ ‡®â“øÑ“°—≈¬“≥‘«—≤π“ °√¡À≈«ß
π√“∏‘«“ √“™π§√‘π∑√å ¡’æ√–®√‘¬«—μ√∑’Ë≈â«π¬—ßª√–‚¬™πå·°àæ °π‘°√ ‚¥¬‡©æ“–
ºŸâ¬“°‰√â ‡¥Á° ·≈– μ√’  à«πÀπ÷Ëßπ—Èπ‡ªìπº≈®“°·√ß∫—π¥“≈æ√–Àƒ∑—¬®“° ¡‡¥Á®
æ√–∫√¡√“™™π°·≈–°“√Õ∫√¡Õ¿‘∫“≈¢Õß ¡‡¥Á®æ√–∫√¡√“™™ππ’ ´÷Ëß‰¥â∑√ß
¥”‡π‘π√Õ¬μ“¡æ√–√“™ª≥‘∏“π‰«â§√∫∂â«π∑ÿ°ª√–°“√ π—∫‡ªìπæ√–°√ÿ≥“∏‘§ÿ≥
∑’Ëæ °π‘°√√”≈÷°Õ¬Ÿà „π§«“¡∑√ß®”μ≈Õ¥‰ª
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Another of the Princess Motherûs interests that HRH Prin-
cess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra now endorses
is sport activities. The Princess Mother had taken keen interest in sport since
her young age and took up many sport activities. She became a serious ski
player when she was 16 years old. The Princess Mother was responsible for the
introduction and the ensuing popularity of badminton and pétanque in Thailand.
She pledged an annual financial support of 1 million baht to the Pétanque
Association of Thailand. Pétanque contesters supported by the association twice
won first prizes in international events. Similar to the Princess Mother, Her
Royal Highness also has taken keen interest in pétanque and has continued to
make the annual contribution of 1 million baht to the association. With such
generous royal support, the Pétanque Association of Thailand has been able to
send its players to compete in international tournaments in 26 countries.
Thailandûs pétanque team now ranks the 7th in the world.

HRH Princess Galyani Vadhana Krom Luang Naradhiwas
Rajanagarindraûs earnest interest and committed involvement in many activities
that greatly benefit the plight of the disadvantaged, women, and children of
Thailand can be partly attributed to the Princess Mother who, through her
conducts and the impeccable upbringing she provided to Her Royal Highness,
was the source of inspiration for her. Her Royal Highness has followed in the
exemplary footsteps of her mother in the betterment of the livelihood and
welfare of her people who will forever cherish her benevolence in their hearts.
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